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and Satur- day fair; temperature
will not be greatly
changed, is prediciion.
TONIGHT
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NATIONS not mixed
up in the great war
are beginning to feel
like wall flowers at a
ragging party.
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DEFEATED BY

PRAIRIE. CREE

VILLA

British Warship Disabled by Forts of Dardenelles

REAC

DISTRICT

THE PROVISIONAL PRESIDENT'S SPECIAL GRAND JURY ALSO SITS
TROOPS FORCED TO MAKE A
TO HELP BRING ABOUT
'
RETREAT
PEACE
CIVIL

WAR

SEEMS

two

CERTAIN

JEALOUSY OF LEADERS

APPAR-

imm

odiums

STRIKERS MAKE LAST FINAL EFFORT TO CAUSE TROUBLE
BEFORE TROOPS ARRIVE

ENTLY WILL BRING ABOUT
BLOODY STRIFE

sian forces m the field, has sent a
telegram to General .Toffre, commander in chief of the French, saying the
COMPLY NO VIOLENCE IS REFORTEO
WILL
Russians have gained In east Prussia, GUTIERREZ
the
begin-insince
greatest victory
the
3T
of the war. .
NEWLY ELECTED OFFICIAL WILL SIGHT OF UNIFORMS MAKES Mlf.
MAKE GUARANTEES DEMANDING DISTRICT AGITATORS
I
tmim f
fit i""
Mohammedans will Join
,
ED BY AMERICA
STO! OPERATIONS
i
a
est i Htm
Berlin, Nov. G (By Wireless). AcFort Smith, Ark., Nov.
cording to information given out in
Washington, Nov. 6. Conditions on
Tha
JkJ
official quarters today to the press, the battlefield around Naco, Sonora,
of federal soldiers to preserve orjjj
li'Mf
the
the chief eccle- reported today by Brigadier General der in the Prairie Creek mining disL2 itrrmW CHSuI
siastical dignitary of Mohammedan-Is- Bliss, were summarized in this state- trict, the convening of the
special
in Turkey, has issued a decrya ment by Secretary Garrison:
federal grand jury and the burning
in Constantinople saying that in rightGeneral Kill is entrenched in a of two more buildings et Hartford,
e
about Naco, Mex. He has marked the events today in the efforts
ing with Russia, England and
the duty of every Mussulman is to about 1,800 men, well armed with plen- of the judicial and military departhis faith. This decree has been spread ty "of ammunition, and about 100 cav- ments of the federal government to
throughout the Mohammedan world alry, 14 machine guns and one small bring peace to the Hartford coal minand announced to the pilgrims fit field gun. After the recent engage- ing valley. According to telephone reN
Mecca.
ment, Maytorena withdrew and now ports from Hartford, two stores wera
British Officials Killed
has about 1,000 men at Villaverde, burned there early today, with origim
A report was received here from about 18 miles southwest on the rail- of the fire unknown.
Germany is striking another mighty blow along the whole line of batThe court called special attention to
Constantinople that the Ameer of Af- road to Cananea. He also has 500
11U
official French
tle. Recrudescence of activity Is indicated by today's
ghanistan has sent an army of 170,000 men at Cananea and 900 Yaqui In the fact that there was no question
men with 135 guns to the Indian fron- dians about seven miles north of Villa- of jurisdiction between the state
statement, which mentioned severe encounters at various points between
ani
,
flanders and the Swiss border.
tier. This news was given out In of- verde, but not on the railroad. He federal authorities; that action violat
ficial quarters in Berlin today by the has also 250 at Suncedo. between Del ing the federal statutes also violated
Meanwhile fighting is proceeding actively by land and sea in the new
Rio and No?,ales.
war zone created by Turkey's entrance into the conflict, and a British
the state laws. The soldiers' cams
press.
The railroad from Herat to Kushk
It is rather thought that Maytorena will be located near the Bache-Den- warship is said to have met with disaster In attack on the Dardanelles. TURKS EXCITE RELIGIOUS FERhas teen destroyed. A number of In- will not attack Hill in his present nian mining properties, about 25 mil
The battle in Belgium has resulted in no decisive settlement.
VOR OF THOSE WHOSE HELP
dian border tribes have joined the position unless he can assemble larg- south of Fort Smith.
The fiercest encounters center about a sharp bend in the German line
THEY NEED
British officials on th3 er forces than he now has, but there
Little trouble is expected now,
at
at
with
the
southern
Afghanistan.
base
the
northern
Dixmude,
,a
forming
triangle
herder have been arrested and sever- may be Ion? range firing."
spite the fact that several buildin.
Ypres and the apex about Roulets.
al of them have been killed.
Villa Will Retire
have been burned in ths mining re
San Francisco, Now 6. Prt- About the small area compressed great bodies of men, engaged In so
In
notified
Sinai
Villa
Turks
has
Advance
General
gion since the news spread that sr
formally
to
vate
advices
opa
the
'prominent
today
deadly
struggle that, heedless of the violence of artillery fire,
An advance of Turkish troops, in the national convention at Aguas
had ben ordered into the field
British shipping' agents here
posing forces have pushed forward until they have come into actual physithe Sinai peninsula, In the direction
of his willingness to resign Those sporadic acts of violence., It
from their corptj; aU. m in Val- cal contact. Only sheer weight of men and metal Is suffient to win a temof Egypt, Is reported, in Berlin ,,from command of his troops and retire to '.said, are merely th afiermafh of hs-- i
pariso. .report ttuu'!Urcttigi.meut
porary advance.--Th- e
plains of Flanker thus have been transformed mt--.
Switzerland. The Turkish army oper; private life if thai i$ , ticcHjssiry tjd!
.ti d
tli
now
Is
taking place off Yauos,
something like a gigantic football field.
is said to number brig about the elimination of Genrr:'.) piain or p o j cf V e Ti. '
. German
against
ating
Peru
Egypt
between
British,
Reports from British and French sources make the claim that the
who control the entire
a quarter of a million men. This news Carranza.
and Japanese warships.
German attack Is weakening and that the allies now have a reasonable
in
Is Praised
Villa
was
to
the
press
given
a
of
officially
telling
previous
Dispatches
hope of driving back their foes to the Interior of Belgium and thus comThe convention, according to offi
British-GermaBerlin today.
naval
engage- pelling a general retirement along the rest of the line.
cial reports received here today, re
mes- ment
in
the
are
confirmed
German advances, however, offer no basis for such a conclusion. ApAustrians' Last Stand
ceived Villa's communication with a
sage.
parently the Germans are bringing in heavy reinforcements In the direction
Lember. Galicla, Nov 6 (via Pet ro-- , tumult of applause. No action wa3
of Arras Instead of diminishing the fury of their attacks.
Emperor WilAMENDMENTS LOST
grad). News was received in this taken on it, pending the report of a
liam Is said to be on the scene, personally directing the attack. Forty
this evening of the capture by the commission which went to PueDla to
city
heavy German guns from the Krupp works at Essen are on their way to
Dover, England, Nov. 6 (Via Lon Russians1 of the Galieian town of Jaro- - notify Carranza of the selection of
Arras, at which point the attack is developing with violence, in pursuance don). Heavy firing was heard off slau with
Military General Gutierrez as provisional
CHAIRMAN
STATEPAXTON'S
prisoners.
of the supposed new plan of the Germans to pierce the French line at Dover this morning. It could not bs
out in Lemberg set ldent.
MENT IS DENIED, HOWEVER,
given
that point
ex forth that
ascertained whether artillery
BY THE REPUBLICANS
during the nast few daysj Villa's statement is in answer to
Along the rest of the line
generally remains with the changes were on the Belgian coast or the Austrians have been attacking the" stipulations of General Carranza
Germans. The French statement says that in the region of the Argonne
indicated a naval engagement in tho furiously day and night. The arm- - that with his .own retirement, Villa
Santa Fe, Nov. C The republican
forest in the Woevre district and further east, around Nancy, there have North Sea.
lery fire has been severe and deads and Zapata ri'ould be eliminated from headquarters claim that the three conbeen heavy engagaments, in some instances leading to bayonet encounters.
to the Impression, that they have made military authority.
stitutional amendments voted on at
No important victories are claimed by the French, although minor adEnglish Ship Seized
their last supreme effort. NevertheReports of American Consul Silll-ma- the state election were carried by subvances are said to have been maintained at various points.
say resistance by Carranza of tile stantial majorities. Chairman Pastor
London, Nov. f- i- The Exchange less the Russians have repulsed the
In the east the Russians claim a victory over the Austrians.' They
has given out a enemy vigorously and have broken convention's order will depend on the ul the democratic". central committee
company
Telegrab,
l.
have reached the town of Jaroslau nsar the long disputed fortress of
dispatch from its Liverpool corres- his desperate resistance. At the pres- attitude of General Pablo Gonzales, says he made telegraphic inquiry to
Petrograd reports its troops have taken about 5,000 Austrian prisent time the Austrians are retreating commander of the division of the east. every county in the state and his com- have
that
Turks
tha
ponent
saying
oners.
Bcized the British steamers Assiout along the River San. This last en- - He is at Queretaro with several goo-- j pnation of figures shows the amend- In Poland the Germans have employed the same tactics as in France
and City of Khiri at Smyrna.
v gagement was over an extended front troops and Indications are that he will ments lost1
by pushing forward their troops as rapidly as possible, and meanwhile
and the noise of cannonading could remain loyal to Carranza.
fortifying a strong line to the rear, to which they might fall back. They
be heard for a great distance.
Carranza's visit to Obregon, comBritish Ships Hurt
Close Senatorial Fight
have given Way to these selected positions and the Russians now face the
Enormous forces of Austrians en- - Lender of the division of the uorth- - Carson, Nev., Nov. 5. Returns fro.a
Nov. 6 (Via Sofia
Constantinople,
same problem which confronted the French and British In France of drivand London.) According to a Turk- deavored to prevent the Russians wegf u is believed by officials here, ;ig nrecincts out of 210 in Neva,iji
ing out the enemy from strongly fortified positions.
For that reason it is ish official announcement, one of the from crossing the San at a point near;may naVe an important bearing upon
for United States senator:
expected that some time will elapse before the Issues in the east are dbut the Russians held the situation, as Obregon has declared iands, democrat, 7,797; Piatt, republi-the- ir
British warships bombarding the Darcided definitely.
,
positions in spite of the resist-ijdanelles was struck hy a shot from
loyalty to the convention and will can 7(6S5. This gives Newlands
Russia is prosecuting vigorously the war against Turkey. Petrograd
.'s m-endeavor to persuade Carranza not lea(j of 112 Vote, with approximate!
one of the forts and an explosion ance.
advices are that Russian forces have entered Armenia by two routes and
It is reported here that Austrian to plunge Mexico into another civil 350 to near from.
onboard resulted. A British steamer
that several Turkish regiments have been captured. The Russian governIt is stated, has been sunk at artillery has destroyed the chateau war.
also,
ment asserts that It has sufficient
Independent of those engaged
Five thousand Villa troops were
A Divided Delegation
Asia Minor, after the crew and on the property of Prin.ee Czartorzki
with the Austrians and Germans to cope with the Turks, so that, for the Aviall,
PresumSan.
on
the
near
Lezajask
to Aguas Calinntes by the San Francisco. Nov. 6. California's
invited
ashore.
been
had
put
cargo
present, at least, Turkey's activities are not expected to affect materially
ably the valuable historical library in convention to guard the city, accord- - delegation in the house of renresenta- the fighting In other fields.
chateau was destroyed.
the
x
Bombard
Ports
Turks
jng to todays dispatches, when Gen- - tives wfli consist of four progressives,
The Turkish fleet continued its activities In the Black sea, having bomGonzales had assumed a threat- - thTe& republicans, three democrats
Nov. 6 (Via London).
Amsterdam,
jeral
barded the fortified Russian seaport of Batum.
an
Obstacle
Wirballen
The Bossiche Zeitung has published
enlng attitude at his headquarters a an 0Be Independent, as follows:.
No Information has been received of the fate of the British warships
a dispatch from Sofia, Bulgaria, sayPetrograd, Nov. 6 (via London.) .Ao- - hundred mile south, of Aguas Calien--j Progressives:
Nolan, Efeton, BeH.
reported to have been damaged In the bombardment of the Dardanelles.
ing that Turkish cruisers have suc cording to Russian information, Whites. No fighting had taken place when Stephens; republicans: Hayes, Curry,
A British steamer Is said to hav
been sunk off Alvall, Asia Minor,
ihombarded the Russian for ballen is the only obstacle to a general the report was dispatched, both sides Kahn; democrats:
Raker, Church,
and two British vessels are reported to have been seized by the Turks at cessfully
tified seaport of Batum on the east advance of the whole Russian front JawaJtlng the outcome) of the confer Ketncr. Independent:
Kent.
Smyrna.
uo
,
Black sea. ,
shore
riuoo.o..
the
of
i
j
tue reijiitr
lata
represents
o?
imeup
The British and Japanese forces attacking Tsing Tau are continuing
fa declared, soon will oe forced to
Gutierrez will Guarantee
party affiliation of the 11 successful
their efforts, according to official aniouncement In Tokio, toward the capGutierrez as stated to American candidates, several of whom had re- evacuate, being threatened by a flankRussians Take Jaroslau
ture of outlying German forts, which must be taken before the attack on
S (vial
Jtusslan.
the
of
The
movement
No.
swum in cervea more than one party nomlna- wwi K "o
ing
London),
Petrograd,
ugf m umi
the majn position is Inaugurated. More than 1,000 Japanese have been The
backward movement of the remain- - as provisional president he will Issue tlon in the August primary election.
have recaptured the
Russians
killed or wounded.
town of Jaroslau and have taken der of the German line left this point a proclamation giving the guarantees
Petrograd reports that Count van Schwerln la dead of wounds receivdesired by the United States, before
Austrian
5,000
Nebraska Democratic
prisoners, according to without sufficient support.
ed In fighting In the east.
Turks Were Surprised
a telegram received here from Le ruwithdrawing Its forces from Vera j Lincoln, Neb., Nov. 6. Official rc- Russia's long cherished hope of extending the sphere of Slavonic conThe'llWsian consul general at Con-- Cruz. Villa has agreed to support turns indicate that the Nebraska
ber??. Jaroslau Is 17 miles northwest
trol to the Dardanelles has revived with fresh vigor as ai result of Tur!
of the Austrian fortress of Przemysl.
arriving at Odessa, stated Gutierrez In enforcing the proclama- islaturei n 1915 will be ovexwln'iii
key's participation in the war. In the Russian press the name of Constan-tinopl- e
The Austrian attempts to cut off that tho Turkish officials were as tio-n-, which Carranza declined to issue, democratic. In the senate the
pa"
has been replaced with the old Slavonic name of Tzargard.
the Russian attackers, the message surprised as Russia by the sudden of
,
High officials here, however, said will be divided as followsdown
In
and
taken
Turkish
fleet
the
broken
by
finally have
today that such a proclamation would crats, 19; republicans, 14. In ti
jfensive
mttde and the Lys continued without anywhere on the front. The fighting the Austrians now are in retreat along the Black sea. The consul general .not be sufficient to brtns about the
house, democrats 67- rUi.i!r-.marked advance or retirement.
continued between Dixmude and the the River San.
8a,a:
American evacuation while the force-- j Besides
Governor Mw- The text of the comrnunieation fal- Lys, with the same characteristics "as
"The news of the Turkish battle ho- - of General Aguilar, who is loyal to head the democratic
tarty elect ,h
lows:
'
came known in Constantinople some Carranza, are in command of the st'i.e
Russians Gain Victory
previously and without any, marked
treasurer
and
cue,
r."nt (.r th
jstata
"There was no perceptible modifi- '.
Paris, NOv. 6 Grand Duke Nicholration during the day of yesterday
as, commaniW in chief of the Rn
I Continued on Tape Five)
(Continued on Page Five)
(Cc'Himio:! on paje Four)
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TO
REPEL
THE FRONT
TEUTONS' ASSAULTS

ALLIES

1 6.
What now has
another well defined stage of
the battle, in west Flanders, that Is to
say, a second concerted attempt of
the Gorman army to blast its way
through to the" sea," was flaming and
roaring from Nieuport to the French
frontier today, without definite result
so far on either side.
The area near the coast formerly
extreme German right and
hf,Id by
from, which' the invaders were forced
by the aliif s after many days of hard
fighting Is'' held only by dead, wounded and dying, the Inundation having
made the vicinity uninhabitable for
the living and having prevented an advance of the Erltish, French and Belgian allies.
Many Left to Perish
Hundreds of Germans left behind in
the retreat doubtless will perish.
Thousands more on both sides are yet
to perish in the struggle now progressing, the outcome of which will decide
whether the Germans are going la
reach the French coast this winter.
German Courage Praised
An official dispatch from the British
army headquarters at the front;, today
pays a tribute to the way the invaders
are meeting with death, and speculate,
as heretofore, whether this is due to
patriotism or to ironclad discipline.
Whatever the explanation, Colonel li
D. Swinton of the British army intelligence department, who writes these
eyewitness accounts, says:
"The German troops have won our
respect for the day in which they have
advanced."
Only a vague picture can be formed
up to the present as to what is
frontier
on the Russo-Turkisor in Egypt Experience has shown
that both sides will for days claim the
first victory, as their respective troop3
clash near the borders. Through German sources emanate the report that
the Turks have bombarded "successfully" the Russian fortfied seaports
of Batum on the Black sea.
Information with regard to what is
occurring at the Dardanelles was confined today to Turkish claims, which
contend that a British warship was
struck by a shell, which caused an explosion aboard. No advices have been
received from the east to contradict
the news of a consistent Russian advance along virtually the whole batt
front.
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Paris, Nov. 6. The French official
announcement given out in Parts this
afternoon says yesterday passed with
out any perceptible modification, on
the. front. The fighting between Dlx- -
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Nons
rlava Humor, Though
Rightly Deny Their Appropriateness to the Occasions.

"Wooltex" and "Printzess " Suits
Greatly Reduced

i
!

tali os a great deal or courage (O make cuts like these at the
to his priheight of the season, when a merchant is certulntly entitled
stock of
our
nts. But necessity knows no law, we must either reduce
or"
chance carrying their,
business begins,
suits now, before the
It,

7

Holiday

is
over, so we are reducing it now. Another advantage in buying here
our fitting and alteration department. Nearly every suit or dress needs
some alight change, as not every woman has a perfect figure. If your
garment comes from here, you have the services of a qualified fitter,
and ' alteration properly made without, additional cost.

Suits
OUR $40.00 to $45.00 SUITS $30.00
C UR $29.50 to $37.50 SUITS $25.00
OUR $23.50 to $27.50 SUITS $19.75
OUR $14.50 to $18.50 SUITS $12.25

OUR $27.50 to $37.50 DRESSES $23.50
CUR $19.50 to $25.00 DRESSES $16.75
CUR $12.50 to $17.50 DRESSES $10.50

jl

OUR $ 6.50 to $ 7.50 DRESSES $ 1.90

Millinery
to $2.75 HATS $1.00
REGULAR $3.50 to $4.00 HATS $2.65
REGULAR $4.50 to $6.00 HATS $3 50
REGULAR $6.50 to $8.00 HATS $500

REGULAR

H. Black

$1.25

Specials lor Saturday
$2,50 Novelty Skirting
$1.89
Heavy all wool novelty skirtings
54 inches wide, in soft plaids
and Roman

stripes.

Reduced

from $2.50 yard torr.orrow

to

$1.35 Children's Unions
98 c

40 inch All Wool Serge
yd, 58c

"Morode"

hand finished unions
children, made of met'iio
wool, sizes 2 to 14 years. Small
sizes hive drop seat. Reduced
from $1.25 and $1.35 tomorrow
to

All wool oak serge, 36 and

.'or

Inchas

wide,

in

red,

40

brown,

green, navy and black. Reduced from 75c yard tomorrow to

58c

98c

$1.89 yd

Parson Turell, of Medford, who, to
the reputed disappointment of many
languishing maidenB aud aspiring
mothers of his own parish, selected
his wife, a very beautiful brunette, in
another town, caused a stir of interes
loss devotional than human, when,
leaving the lovely stranger ecr.tel.
shy, but conspicuous, in the ministerial pew, he ascended the high pul
pit and gave out in rotund and chal
lenging tones the text:
"I am black but comely, O ye daugh
ters of Jerusalem!"
Another worthy pastor chose a tex.
the application of which was not tt
his bride, but to hlmBelf. He was f
small, elderly, rather wizened little
man, already twice a widower; and it
was common knowledge that he had
recently proposed to, and been re
jected by two of the prettiest and
beet dowered girls In the village. Undismayed .by their rebuffs, he had
sought further afield, and had finally
been accepted by a widow, fair, fat,
much more than forty, and far wealthier than anyone in his parish. Hi.i
text was:
"Cast not away therefore your confidence, which hath great recompense
of reward."
Perhaps the most amusingly apt ot
all recorded wedding texts was that selected by Abby Smith, the
daughter of Parson Smith, for
him to preach from on the occasion
of her marriage. She had married
John Adams, In spite of the most vigorous paternal remonstrances; in fact,
her reverend parent had been extremely rude to the young man, even
after the affair was settled, and would
not permit him to be Invited to a
meal In his house. Ahby's choice,
which speaks more for her wit than
her devoutness, was:
"John . . . came, neither eating
bread nor drinking wine; and ye say,
he hath a devil."
How Loch Awe Was Formed.

Special Prices on all Childrens Hats

Co,

Children's 15c Black School Hose for 9c pr

Medicine Effective

tan

high-spirite-

Dresses

Clksale Failed;

SOME WITTY WEDDING TEXTS

Highland tradition gives a quaint
explanation of the creation of Loch
Awe, that noble mirror of the moun
tains in the magnificent scenery of
Argyllshire, Scotland. The bed of the
loch was once, it is said, a fertile valley, with a fairy spring, which had al
ways to be kept covered, bubbling
from the mountain side. A careless
girl, however, having drawn water,
the well. All through
forgot to
the night the spring flowed and by
the morning Loch Awe had come Into
being.
No one need regret the carelessness
of that Highland lassie. Loch Awe Is
now one of the most exquisite of beau
ty spots in Great Britain a charming
sheet of water, Btudded with pretty
Islands, while around the shores are

many places associated with interest
ing legends and historic incidents of
ilia Hlriilnw"

of Disease
Cleaned and Blood
Purified

Sources

are

By ELMER

S.osmura&t&

aeter

Son,

who have used 8. S. 8. marvel
See
way It checks blood diseases.
a man today with his skin alt broken out ;
see blm again In a week or two after using
wonacr 10 Denoia, an
S. S. S. and he Is
cleared up, skin healthy, eyes bright, a big
smile replaces the droop. What Is 8. S. S.
that can accomplish such wonderful results? First of all it Is a natural medl-clnMke milk, egss an other foods that
can not be Imitated, S. 8. S. owes It to
Nature for Its power to overcome disease
S. S. S.
Just as food prevents emaciation.
is not a combination of prcBsrlptton drugs.
It Is a preparation direct from medicinal
virile potency
plants that retains all the
of what we need, what we must nave in
the blood to counteract those destructive
tendencies that assail us throughout life.
If It were not for our natural secretions to
sustain us, aided by such known helps as
S. 8 S. there would be small chance of
any of us surviving childhood.
Get a bottle of S. s.
today irom any
druggist but be careful to avoid the sub
stitutes palmed off on the unwary. S. S. S.
Is prepared only by The Swift Specific Co.,
53 Swift Bldg., Atlanta, Ga., and for private medical advice write briefly your
to their medical department
symptoms
They will take excellent care of you.
Those

at the

JUNGLES

VAST

OF

PANAMA

by Traveler as Dense and
Mysterloue as Are Those
of Africa.

Described

There are Jungles in Panama,
stretching away from the banks of
Gatun lake, as dense and mysterious
as those of Africa. The only canal
men who know the jungles intimately
are the surveyors who have charted
the topography of the watershed, or
who have made special investigations
at various points. One of these men
is Mr. O. E. Malmsbury, who is in
charge of the land surveys under
Colonel Goethals. In speaking of the
jungle recently, in the New York Sun,
he said:
When I try to become definite about
the jungle, I realize how little even a
man who has seen much of it knows
about its life. There are atrccg Impressions of beauty, mystery, and fear,
a lure with a menace, a smile that
only half covers a snarl and everything else that I know about the jungle can be told in a few Isolated incidents that have happened to pass
under my notice.
An orchid beckons from the branch
of a tree, a pair ot wild pigs dash
away into the brush, a tiger cat shows
Its bright eyes for a moment, and, in
a flash, the heron balances daintily on
a reed by the river, an alligator slides
from a mud bank Into the water, monkeys lark In the trees, a lion growls
such Blight things sum up my Jun-

HIE

icine for children because it is pleasant to take. They do, not object to
taking It," writes Mrs. Lafayette Tuck,
Homer City, Pa. This remedy contains no opium or other narcotic, and
may be given to a child as confidently
as to an adult. Sold by all dealers.

persons of school census age and
of 36 schools. In fact, tne department of education is inclined to
the belief that the school census for
Bernalillo and Santa Pe counties is
not as accurate as it should b&, for if
it is correct, both of those counties,
admittedly at the head of education
among New Mexico counties, make a
most miserable showing in the percentage of school enrollment, school
attendance, number of teachers and
100

Adv.

NEW MEXICO MAY GET

schools.
THE REVENUE OFFICE
Chaves county leads with 116 teachers and 62 schools, although Its school
census is only C.370 or more than a ARIZONA, IN GOING DRY, LIKELY
thousand less than Santa Fe county
TO LOOSE A GOVERNMENT
which has only 74 teachers and 52
DEPARTMENT
schools.
San Miguel county Is second with
Santa Fe, Nov. 6. A determined ef110 teachers and 83 schools;
Union fort to bring back the Internal reve-

eral southern states but the internal
revenue, office is doing business at
the old stands in those states and is
taking in considerable internal reve
nue tax despite prohibition. It is also
pointed out that New Mexico ds rapid
ly growing dry, through local option
and Is likely to vote on statewide pro
hibition within another year.
ARTISANS

HOLD RALLY DAY

Salem, Ore., Nov. 6 Five thousand
visitors are In Salem today for the

rally day celebration of the United
Artisans. From all over Willamette
valley the members and their families
gathered for the celebration, which
included a parade and athletic carnival, with speech making and singing.
The Artisans Is the leading fraternal
organization of this section, and the
109 teachers and 91 schools;Bernalillo nue office to Santa. Fe or
Albuquerque order takes a.n active interest in all
county has 108 teachers and 36 was Inaugurated today because of
schools; Colfax 100 teachers and 62; Arizona going dry. United States welfare work.
Roosevt-l-t 85 teachers and 70 schools; Senators T. B. Catron and A. B.
Fall,
SUIT IS FILED
Eddy 82 teachers and 41 schools; So- - Congressman H. B. Fergrusson. state
orro 75 teachers and 54 schols, while J off icials and business men have been
Santa Fe, Nov. 6. rn the dtsirtc
urry with only one third the school , interested and feel If a concerted court today, suit was filed by O. M.
census has as many teachers as Santa movement Is made that the office Bennett vs. L. M. Lawson with the
Fe county, 74 and two more schools, vill come back here, as a prohibition First National bank and Theodore
'
1.
Guadalupe and Rio Arriba also state, it is argued. Is not the place for Corrick as garnishees, to recover $580
1

No matter what alls your child, a
gentle, thorough 'axative should always be the first treatment given.
If your little one. is
halfsick, isn't resting, eating and acting
naturally look, Mother! see If tongue
is coated. This, is a sure sign that its
little stomach, liver and bowels are
clogged with waste;., When cross, ir-ritable, feverish, stomach sour, breath
oaa or nas stoarach-ache- ,
diarrhoea,
sore throat, full of cold, give a
of "California
Syrup of
Figs," and in. a few hours all the con- stlpated poison, undigested food and
sour bile gently moves, out of its little
bowels without griping, and you have
a well, playful child again.
Mothers can rest easy after giving
this harmless "fruit laxative," because
It never fails to cleanse the little
one's1 liver and bowels and sweeten
the stomach and they dearly love its
pleasant taste. Full directions for babies, children of all ages and for
grown-up- s
printed on each bottle.
Beware of counterfeit fig syrups.
Ask your druggist for a
bottle of "Calif lornia Syrup of Figs;"
then see that It is made by the "Call- fornla Fig Syrup Company." Adv.
s,

'

50-ce-

Svntax was not more than
though he seemed bowed be
neath the weight of his recondite investigations. He was Bealed at bis
library table, looking out across the
quiet village street toward the campus.
Inside the halls of those magnificent
Gothic buildings which he could just
see from his library he had taught for
15 years.
When Aloyslus Benton, his friend
and colleague, died, ten years before,
daughter
leaving his
to Doctor Syntax, It was the most natural thing in the world that the kindly
old doctor should take the child into
After old Janet died,
his household.
MUIy quite naturally became the doctor's housekeeper.
And now certain persons had whispered that It was not proper for an
unmarried man, even a professor, to
live alone In the house with the girl.
With Milly! Why, she ruled him
with an Iron hand, cased in velvet
though it was! Did a north wind blow,
his peace of mind was not worth a
moment's purchase unless he put on
his comforter to step across the
campus. He was sent to bed even in
the midst of the most abstruse problems, when eleven o'clock arrived, and
he had a lecture on the following day.
Nevertheless, life without Milly seemed
an impossible, hopeless thing.
Doctor Syntax had been in love
when he was a young man. The object of his devotion had married another; but, though he had long ceased
to think of her. the memory of that
first love had clung around him like a
radiant cloud, softening his spirit and
fittine it for hiEh idealism. Sometimes
the thought of MUIy had, of late, unac
countably revived that memory, The
professor did not at first understand
TVirtor

o

a total
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forty,

American Coinage.
More than once the government has
Las Voaa'LoodingStora
is another of
"WHISTLING
sought to obtain more artistic designs
for our coinage. Why, they have asked,
the Interesting new Effanbee char,
should we not have as beautiful coins
Dolls, Bring the little lolks to
as those of Greece in the fourth cenSouth SidoPln54
1662
Established
tury before Christ? One reason is be- gle lore.
them
see
cause we desire "low relief," that is,
One hour the sun looks through
figures that will not come out higher trees and bushes, and traces a thou
than the edges, bo that our coins will sand patterns on the ground; the next,
stack. Moreover, the modern coin rattle of rain on the leaves is deafenhave 74 teachers each but Rio Arriba an office whose main business it is to loses less by abrasion than the ancient. ing. Night falls, and the parrakeets,
SAN MIGUEL COUNTY
county has 72 schools and Guadalupe collect revenue from intoxicants, es- Thus the interests of beauty and util- crickets, frogs, lizards begin their
49.
pecially since the office was taken ity stand in conflict and this is a unending chorus; then the howl of
and
from
state
As
of
Santa Fe only a few months ago practical age. Nevertheless, our mint monkeys adds to the din, and now
the
apportionment
HOLDS SECOND PLACE
to time coins and again the cry of the wildcat and
county Echool funds is made on the on the plea that Phoenix is more con- has offered anfrom time
as the growling bark of the mountain
esthetic
appearance,
professing
basis of the school census returns, the venient to the interests that pay the
the
by
witness
gold
designed
pieces
lion makes a man glad that he is beIT HAS 110 TEACHERS AND 91 department of eucation will make a internal revenue taxas.
Saint Gaudens a few years ago. With side a bright fire with his machete or
However, Arizona has two demo- reference to the new nickel piece,
SCHOOLS; CHAVES COUNTY
thorough investigation, as it seems
gun close at hand.
IS FIRST
strange that Chaves county with a cratic senators while New Mexico has thee seems to be a difference of opinThe lion of the Panama Jungle is of
larger population than Santa Fe coun just reaffirmed Its faith in the repub- ion as to its beauty. Popular Me- two kinds black and tawny. Full
Santa Fe, Nov. 6. That New Hex-:- ty should have a thousand less per lican party, and that Is one reason chanics.
grown, he stands 30 inches high. HiB
breast is broad, like that of a bulldog;
the Arizonans will urge for keeping
has 1,791 teachers, 1, 1,221 school sons of school census age..
his legs are long; his head Is square,
of
the office at Phoenix. More potent,
buildings aud 105,109 persons school
but catlike. He growls like a Hon,
MOTHER!
census age were the statistics this
CHILD
will
be
the
that
however,
argument
Children'
Best Cough Medicine for
but ends with a bark. I never heard
Arizona paid a much 'arger income
forenoon sent by Chief Clerk Rupert
of his attacking a man, but the nawas
I
"Three years ago when
living tax than New Mexico and that it also
V. Asplund of the department of edutives of the jungle fear him. ' He
IS
BILIOUS
COSTIVE,
cation to A. E. Koehler, Jr., for publi- in Pittsburgh one of my children had pays more internal revenue taxes on
would be a dangerous adversary at
cation in New Mexico's official expo- a hard cold and coughed dreadfully. the manufacture of cigars and under
close quarters. The only way to be
sition book. That is one teacher for Upon the advice of a druggist I pur- the new revenue law than does New LOOK, MOTHERI IF TONGUE IS certain that he will not attack a man
is to try one out. Personally, I don't
very CO persons of school age, Ber- chased a bottle of Chamberlain's Mexico.
COATED GIVE "CALIFORNIA
care enough for the knowledge to
nalillo county leading with 10,372 Cough Remedy and it benefited him
Colorado has gone dry, Oklahoma
SYRUP OF FIGS"
risk the experiment. Youth's Compancensus but only one teacher for each at once. I find it the best cough med- has been dry, and bo have been sevion.

JIM"

OLIEI! ILLOGICAL?

LEARN TO SWIM CORRECTLY
Expert Will Not Tire Himself
ercise Which Will Cause
haustion to Tyro.

In ExEx-

The trouble with a good many
swimmers is that they do not know
how to swim. Most of the energy
which
would
carry them along
smoothly and rapidly, if properly applied, is wasted In faulty movements.
Time and again have I seen men
thrash away madly for a short space,
misusing arms and legs, then stop
suddenly, puffing hard and In distress.
To such tyros swimming means a
stubborn fight to keep going, and there
Is no doubt that if they tried to swim
for exercise, frequently serious harm
might come from it. But can this
parody of watermanship be considered
swimming? Hardly, according to the
standards.
present-daWatch a skilled trudgeon or crawl
exponent and note the difference. He
will take a graceful dive, strike out
unharrled, move along without fuss
or flurry, rolling gently from side to
Bide and emerge from the water fresh
and Invigorated, barely breathing
hard. Rest assured it is not he that
y

will suffer, even from daily practice.- Outing,

twelve-year-ol-

d

whv.

Sufferers from Tuberculosis often
think that medicine will not help
them. Fresh air, regular habits and
ood food aid In
health,
ut more is often restoring
needed.
have been restored to healthMany
by
Ecknian's Alterative.
Read this:
Weldon, 111.
"Gentlemeni
Throiij&h
your instrumentality I have been saved
from premature (crave. On December 14, IU04, 1 mill taken with Ty- - -phold Pneuinonlu, which developed
into Tuberculosis
(bacilli were
found). In February, IIMI5, I went
to fort Worth,
and Inter tw
Irian,
Canon t'lty. Colorado. After lieinK
there two weeks my physician informed me that my cane wait hopeless. Three weeks later I returned
home, welKhlnir 108 pounds, the doe-thaving iriven me no assurance,
of reaching there alive. On July
14, HHin, I heK'an taking Rckiuan'a-wonderfu- l
remedy for Luug Trouble.
Now I am stout and well anil ean
do any kind of work about my grain
elevator."
Abbreviated).
AHTHI H WER&,
iAIHdavIt)
Kckman's
Alterative is moat
efficacious in bronchial catarrh
throat and lunjr affections
and
the system. Contains no harmful or
drugs. Accent no substitutes. Small
2.
Sold by
size, ft; regular size,
Write for bookleading- druRgists.
let of recoveries,
r.ckmsn I.ntmrBtorv. Philadelphia.
nd B. G. Murphey and Red Cros
or

arid-sever-

habit-formin- sr

company.
Price fl and $2 a bottle.

Drug

Dr. Syntax. "You have accepted tb
public opinion as to the lnadvisablllty
of your remaining here as my housekeeper, and yet you eay that I need
not lose you. Logically, that Impliesthat you could propose to remain here;
in some other capacity; and yet I fail
to see what that could be, or how it
could affect public opinion "
"Which we have designated X,"eaid
Milly, raising her eyes to the professor's for one fleeting moment. And in

moment the professor felt
disconcerted, and yet
strangely glad. Unconsciously he threw
back his shoulders.
"Well, my dear, suppose the variants
are Y and Z," he said. "Now we have
an Indeterminate equation. X equals-or Z multiplied by the unknown factor, which shall be N."
"Why not make it U?" asked Milly.
"Make it U, Milly? The letter U
used in mathematics except
when the other letters of the alphabet
have been almost exaausted."
"I should really prefer you to make
it U," persisted Milly.
"Very well. U it shall be, then,"
said the professor.
"Oh, I'm afraid that would never
do," Milly. But, seeing that the professor was only staring at her In perplexity, she resigned herself. "Very
that

Btrangely

But when the ultimatum went forth
that society considered Milly ought to
be relegated to another sphere, the
professor had a ridiculous dream. It
was absurd, to hope that Milly, the
belle of the little town . . . and
he an old fogy of forty! But he con
tinued to dream It. Even a professor
of mathematics has the right to dream.
At any rate, he must tell Milly. And
he did so, when he met her in the well! Go on," she said.
"It Is obvious, then, that X equals
YU or ZU." said Doctor Syntax, warm
ing to his task.
"YU, I think," said Milly gravely.
"In that case," said the professor,
X, the unknown factor, equals Y divided by U. Now, algebra helps ue
no more unless we can state U in positive terms. Now let E be the possibility of your remaining here in the
capacity of secretary, let us say, and
P the possibility of becoming let us
Then U
say my stenographer.

.

'
equals "
"YF," laid Milly triumphantly.
"Eh?" asked Doctor Syntax. "No,
my dear, it couldn't equal YF, be- cause "

"Then I shall go," Bald Milly, rising
from her chair, and the professor was
amazed to hear a strangled Bob.
"Now, Milly," he said gravely,
"really you women are very illogical.
Listen to
YF is impossible. Stop!
me, Milly, before you go out of that
door. I er "
Suddenly an amazing tnougnt came
Into the professor's head. It was not
an algebraical thought at all. And
"Can't You 8olve It by Algebra V
Milly, seeing the reflection of it upon
the professor's face, halted, with her
library after dinner, which the profes hand on the doorknob.
sor always took alone, because he had
Doctor Syntax sprang toward her
to read and eat at the same time. This and
clasped her in his arms. "Milly!"
was the only point on which he had
"I've I've I've found my
he
cried.
never ventured to defy MUIy.
!"
spectacles
"My dear," he said, "1 have an un(Copyright, 1914, by W. Q Chapman.)
pleasant thing to eay to you. It Is a
"
A
tight feeling in the chest accomproblem
"Can't you Bolve It by algebra?" In- panied by a short, dry cought, Indi-cetquired Milly, looking at him with a
an Inflamed condition In the
twinkle in her eyes. "You know, you lungs. To relieve It
buy the dollar
solved
always say everything can be
size BALLARD'S HOREHOUND
by algebra."
you get with each bottle a
"And so it can, my dear," said Doctor Syntax. That was one of his pet free HERRICK'S RED PEPPER POROUS PLASTER for the chest. The
theories.
"You remember how you found your srup relaxes the tightness and the
spectacles," pursued Milly mischiev- plaster draws out the inflammation.
ously.
It la an Ideal combination for curing
The discovery of Doctor Syntax's colds
settled In the lungs. Sold by
a
lost spectacles had really been
Central
Drug Co. Adv.
applitriumph of detective-algebraicX was supposed to be the
cation.
(
CAM Mlftnei
place where they had been placed, Y
coeffthe spectacles, Z the unknown
Santa Fe, Nov. 6. Superintendent
icients. N the known ones. From an
Lou gee of the Socorro high
examination of an equation compound- George
ed of the various symbols, the spec- school today informed Secretary J.
tacles were ultimately discovered on H. Wagner of the New Mexico Ediuca-tionthe professor's nose.
association that the Socorro
"But this is serious, MUIy," said Dr. school board has not only decided to
"Some people in this town give all teachers not'
Syntax.
only a vacation
have apparently been putting their with full pay
convention week
during
heads together and have come to the at
Albuquerque but also to pay their
conclusion that It is not right for a
railroad
fare and hotel expenses. In
single girl, even an adopted daughter,
to keep house for an old bachelor like consequence every teacher in Socorro
me. It is a preposterous idea, but the has been enrolled by Professor Lou-ge- e
force of publlo opinion is like the symfor the convention.
bol X, alwayB handed when It Is not
County Superintendent DesMarals
wanted and never translatable into writes that he has
personally enrolled
precise termB until the final solution." quite a number of the rural teachers
I
con"Well, have come to the eame
of San Miguel county for the convenclusion myself," said Milly calmly.
"What!" exclaimed Dr. Syntax. He tion.
had expected a scene, strife, wai- and
here was Milly calmly acquiescing in
When your rood does not digest
his decision. "But what are you go- well and you feel "blue," tired
and
ing to do, my dear?" he continued. "I discouraged, you should use a
little
can't bear the thought of losing you." HERBINE
at bedtime. It opens the
"You needn't lose me," said Milly,
with preternatural gravity, studying bowels, purifies the system and reher plate. But even then there was a stores a fine feeling of health and enPrice 60c. Sold by Central
mischievous twinkle In her eyes.
ergy.
"This to very stranf . my dear." said Drug Co. Adv.
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OFFICER

SHOWS GREAT

and from the shelter of a chimney
began firing at the Germans. Angered by the Impudence of the four sol
diers the Germans directed one of
their batteries on the house and raz
ed

it

FACE FULL OF

PlflLEHi

SPOTS

''My smartest patrol leader is gone;
tbe colonel' remarked, as he saw the Would Pain, Itched and Burned.
Used Cuticura Soap and Ointbuilding crumble. The three privates
were no more, but the little sergeant
ment. In Two Months Was Well.
tbe
was soon seen running across
4240 So. California Ave., Chicago, III.
field toward his command. When the
TRIES TO SET OFF DYNAMITE
" About a year ago my face was full of pimhead
at
arrived
breathless
sergeant
CHARviE IN A BRIDGE WITH
ples and red spots. To sleep one night with
quarters the colonel asked with mock
out itching was almost imHIS REVOLVER
severity why he did not stay to conpossible. Some of the pimples would get big and red
tinue the file.
and if I touched them they
London, Nov. 6. Many narrow esthe pigs knocked
but
sir,
"Sorry,
would pain, while others
capes and deeds of wonderful braveiy my house down," was the reply.
would get white heads on
have been made by the injured British
them and when they broke
now
recovering
and Belgian soldiers
open some matter came out.
AMERICAN LEAGUE MEETS
In English hospitals. A young lance
They would bum and Itch
6.
Nov.
the
Business
of
Chicago,
and I scratched them so that
corporal of the King's Royal Rifles, utmost importance to organized base sometimes they would break and bleed.
v. ho is recovering from a bullet wound
That always caused them to be worse.
ball was taken up today when the mag
" I bought all kinds of salves and creams
in his knee owes his life to a crucifix nates of th American
league
opened
I found out that they did me no good.
and
houso
an
empty
wiiich he ticked up in
their annual meeting.
President I noticed the Cuticura Soap and Ointment
where he was ibilleted. A strange
advertisement and I sent for a free sample.
s
Johnson is keeping hia plans and
I started to use them that night. I went to
pu'ee complied him. to pick up th?
and the meeting the
closely
guarded
drug store and bought a cake of Cutien clfix and put it in. his haversack. is entirely behind closed doors.
cura Soap and some Cuticura Ointment
da?3
a
few
engagement
fn
During
It is beliaved by those closest in and I found the pimples were drying out.
Infer many of the corporal's comrades touch with .the situation
that the In two months I was well." (Signed)
wtre killed by bullets which were al- ma.'n Bubject of discussion la the at- Chas. J. Peck, May 7, 1014.
most spent. The young corporal was titude to be maintained
by the league
Samples Free by Mail
hit in the knee and later found when toward the minor
who ere
leagues,
Cuticura
and Ointment have proved
taken to a hospital that one of the threatened to break from the regular most valuableSoap
for the treatment of dandruff,
comalso
passed
nspfrixt bullets had
itching. Irritated scalps with dry, thin and
had business during the past sum
falling hair, Irritations and chaflngs of Inpletely through his knapsack, but had mer.
fancy and for all purposes of the toilot, bath,
been deflected from his body by the
When the minors hold their meet- - and nursery as well as for plmpUs, blackof
had
arms
which
the
one
of
crucifix,
heads, redness and roughness of the face
lug in Omaha next Monday, President
hands. Cuticura Soap 25c. and Cuti"been broken off by the bullet.
Johnson will probably be present and and
cura Ointment 50c. are sold by druggists
Frivate W. Hlnton of the Frist East
e
war-likmay attempt to assuage the
throughout the world. Liberal sample of
lancers poses as the luckiest man in conditions that are reported to exlit each
mailed free, with 32-Skin Book. Adbulthe army, lie, was hit by three
'Cuticura, Dept. T, Boston."
there. The problem of the minors Is dress post-calets within a minute without serious a serious one, for several leagues have
bullet flattened five theratened to
Injury. On
brea from tyie regular SIMPLE ENGLISH NOT NEEDED
rounds of ammunition in his belt.
C( mbination and
throw In their lot
smashed the magazine of his with the felerals.
Cub Reporter Got Something of a Jolt
rifle and a third passed through h'3
In HI
Interview With Educated
ca p.
Chinaman.
Despondency Due to Indigestion
A letter from one of the royal enIt is not at all surprising that per
describes the remarkable sons w o have Indigestion become
Two San Francisco reporters were
gineers
TTete assigned to call on Chinamen and in
pluck of Lieutenant R. Fottinger of discouraged and despondent.
Tedmouth. Pottinger and his section are a few words of hope and cheer terview them on an immigration measwere attempting to blow up a bridge for them by Mrs. Blanche Bowers, In ure pending In congress. One of the
under fire. They laid the charge and diana, Pa. "For years my digestion reporters was a cub and an Easterner,
while the other, an experienced man,
the section retired. Lieutenant Pot- was so poor that I could not eat the
assumed the management of the
behind
remained
a
sapper
tinger and
lightest foods, I tried everyithling
to light the fuse. The charge did not that I heard of to get relief, but not
"Gates," he said, after they had Inexplode. The sapper then fired ten until about a year ago when I saw vaded several Chinese shops without
rounds of ammunition at the charge Chamberlain's Tablets advertised and any important result, "yonder is a
Beat it over by there and
without success, pottinger then said, got a bottle of them, did I find the
"I'll make the thing go off." He right treatment. I soon began to Im- talk to the boss about Chinese voting.
shook hands with the sapper and prove, and since taking a few bottles I'll go In next door. Remember to
use the very simplest English you
walked to the bridge. There he put of them my digestion Is fine." For
got."
the
into
revolver
his
of
the muzzle
sale by all dealers. Adv.
The cub went Inside the
charge and fired all six cartridge.
and thus addressed the proprietor:
Even then the charge did not go off
ROMANCE NOT LOST
"John, how? Me me Telegraph,
John?
and the men had to flee, leaving the
Newspape
savvy,
Lcndon, "ov. 6. Horrible as the ex John!
things. TTn'stan'?
bridge Intact. If the charge had gone pciiences of the refugees from Lou; Newspape print
eff the young lieutenant would have vtiin, JIalines, Antwerp and Ostend We want know what John think about
Chinaman vote all same Melican
disappeared completely, but the ap- hftve been, romance has not been
man
What Johnthlnk Chinaman-vo- te,
bean
have
lost in the wave of agony and
proaching Germans would
see? Savvy, John? Vote? What
robbed of an easy entry into the
sorrow which the war has brought to think?
territory.
The Chinaman listened to all this
English shares. Dulwlch was the
scene of a wedding two days after the with profound gravity and then reOne of the officers of the
Cressy which was sunk by the Ger- f ili of Ostend which joined the for- plied:
"The question of granting the right
man submarines was severely injur- tunes of two luckless wanderers who
of suffrage to Chinese citizens who
his
both
on
ed
the head, had
legs fled for .vieks before the oncoming have come to the United States with
broken and his feet crushed as he was Germans.
the avowed Intention of making this
When Brussels was about to be tat-o- country their permanent home is one
thrown into the air by the explosion.
the bride became separated from that has occupied the attention of
His body was sucked under the
water hy the sinking cruiser, but was her father and mother Just on th.3 thoughtful men of all parties for years,
picked up by one of the rescue ships. eve of her marriage. The entranco and It may In time become of parahours afterwards the of the Germans upset all weddtug mount importance. At present, howTwenty-fou- r
ever, it seems to me that there is no
injured officer regained conscious- plans, but the young girl found her
requiring an expression of
ness and his first words were: "Are fiance a few days later among refu- exigency from
me upon this subject.
opinion
No!"
we
gees at Malines. They drifted with You will please excuse me."
A sergeant of the line was made ad- friends into Antwerp and finally found
The cub went outside and leaned
to rest and rejutant for his coolness and bravery thtir way to England. Not being abl'i against a lamp-pos- t
in one of the engagements .in Lor- to communicate with her parents, the cover from a sudden falntness. His
raine. With three men the sergeant young woman decided to marry eve'i fellow reporter had purposely steered
was sent across an open field to at- if her relatives could not attend ho him against one of the best educated
in the United States.
tract the fire of the Germans bo the wedding. The mayor and mayoress Chinamen
colonel could tell where the enemy's of Cambe.-we- ll
honored the young couTO MAKE MUSIC
trenches were and what their prob- ple with their presence at the wedding WIND USED
was.
A
of
hall
bullets
were
the
other
and
ably strength
wedding guests
Has Disclosed Just How
was directed at the four men. They refugees who had shared the hard- Investigation
the Pressure Required May Be
made their way to a small farm house ships of the contracting parties ia
Ascertained.
where they climbed up on a tile roof their flight from Belgium.
In an interesting article in the Phil
osophlcal Magazine, Mr. Foord refers
to Doctor Stone's table of wind pres
sure required to play various notes ol
meal
Delicious
the scale on various Instruments. The
table
indicates that as the notes rise
.
JtXt
i
too
"t
higher in the scale the air pressure
necessary to produce them increases
with most wind Instruments, although
course you serve Log
not with all. In the clarinet, for ex
Cabin Syrup
panample, the pressure decreases from
MS
the low notes to the high ones, varycakes, waffles,
ing from 15 inches of water to S
fritters
Inches.
Mr. Foord repeated theBe experl
real
ments on the clarinet and saxophone,
you use
playing the whole range of notes first
loudly and then softly. For the clarl
net it Is found that the pressures
as the nofes rise, agreeing with
fall
H
"a
fp
Doctor Store's table, although the inverse law bxids good for the oboe, bassoon, horn,' cornet, trumpet, euphonium and bombardon.
With the saxophone It Is found that
the pressures corresponding to notes
Make Home, "Sweet" Home, Indeed
at the beginning and end of the reg
ister are equal, the pressure rising to
n i
wonderful as a flavoring
a maximum at the note D about half
for pies, cakes and puddings-gr- eat
way through the scale.
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every
and for lunches,
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rOWLE'S r

CANE AND

MAPLE 'SYRUP

It's

on hominy, fried mush It

and beans.

Your grocer sells Log Cabin Syrup In
cans
full measure
Quality and purity guaranteed.
Order a can. today.
The Towle Maple Product Company
Sale headquarter s
'
People Gat Building, Chicago
M.'nn.
St.
Raflnerieu St Paul,
Johiubury.Vt.

LOG CABIN
SANDWICHES

fire minutes, 1 cup
Log Cabin Syrup, J cup
chopped dates,
cup chopped almonds, Yt cup pineRemove.
Add teaapple.
spoon lemon Juice. Spread
on bread end wrapping In
oiled paper, letting stand a
few hours before serving.
Boil for

Composing Letters.
It is related of a merchant that. Impatient at the long delay of a cus
tomer in settling his accounts with
him, he said at last to his young clerk
"Write to that man and '.ell him that
t can wait no longer!" "What shall I
write to him?" the young man asked.
The merchant was hurried and an
Bwered crossly and 'without thought,
"Something or nothing, and that
soon!' In a few days a cheek came
--

6, 1914,

from the delinquent, paying the entire
reached today, when arguments of the coughs and colds, heals raw inflamed
amount of his indebtedness. Sur- HEADACHE GONE! NO
Department of 'Justice declaring un- throat, loosens the phlegm and is
prised, the merchant asked his clerk,
constitutional the rebate prohibition mildly laxative. Best for children
'What did you write to that man?"
PAIN ODNEURALOIA in the Tariff cf 1913 were begun.
and grown persons. No opiates, p. G.
'Just what you told me to," the young
The provision of the tariff which al- Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
man answered. "i did not tell you
lows a rebate of five per cent for
Adv.
what to write.' "Yes, you did; you
said, 'Something or nothing, and that Dr. James' Headache Powder Cive goods shippel to this country In ships
Instant Relief 10 Cents a
loon.' I wrote that."
of American registry is the bone of
GAINST STEAMER
SUITS
True, O Uncle Joshua, it takes some
Package
1,'ov. 6. Today is the time
contention, and it involves a hug-one more wise than a fool to "comamount of revenue collected iby the appointed by Judge Morton in the
pose a letter." Atlantic.
When your head aches you simply government which
may have to be re- United States district court for the
must have relief or you will go wild. paid in rebates Many
postponements answer of the owners of the steamConquering One's Work.
It's needless to softer when you can of the hearing have put off this ques
ship Kronprinzessin Cecllie, to two
The best way to get out of work
take a remedy like Dr. James' Head- tion of the
of the libels filed against the liner. The
constitutionality
you do not like is to make a tremen
ious success of it. The people who ache Powders and relieve the pain clause in tbe tariff, for the Depart Guarantee Trust company of New
throw up the work they do not enjoy and neuralgia at once. Send someone ment of Justice has been forced to Yor sues for fl.040,467.43 for alleged
are frequently forced by necessity tc to the drag store now for a dime make extensiva preparation to sun- - failure to deliver 95
kegs of gold bul
take something they like even less package of Dr. James' Headaches Pow- port the
contention.
at
some
valued
five millions, at
government's
lion,
But one who does uncongenial work ders. Don't suffer. In a few moments
Tho opposition of the government Flymouth, England, Charles W. Ran-tou- l
In such a fashion as to make a sucyou will feel fine headache gone-- no to the paying of the rebates Is found
of this city asks f 5,000 damages.
cess of It may In time be placed where
more neuralgia pain. AJv.
ed on the fact that the rebate provi- He was a passenger on the ship when
he can choose his work and dictate his
sion violates treaties between
awn salary. Do not try to get out ol
the she turned back when about 900 milea
BELGIAN UNIVERSITY
United States and other countries.
from Plymouth, fearing capture by
disagreeable work by doing it so poorCambridge, Nov, 6. Cardinal Mer- - An official of the Department of British
ly that your employer will conclude
warships.
that it is not worth doing at all. In- cier has appointed) professors from Commerce
recently stated that the
It
him
so
do
well
will
force
the
you
stead,
University of Louvain to arrange ifisuo will 1)0 bitterly fought on both
W. T. Huchens, Nicnotson, Ga., ha
to realize that he needs you for a for four courses of the faculties of
sloes, for it is one of the most imporhigher place.
theology, jaw, science and philosophy tant questions of tariff legislation and a severe attack of rheumatism. His
at Cambridge and the proposal that involves many issues.
feet, ankles and Joints were swollen,
Even to the Least.
the
transshall
and moving about was very painful.
destroyed
universitly
Victor Hugo says of that bishop
He was certainly in a bad way whet
whom all readers of "Les Miserables" fer its work here for the time beins
Stop Those Early Bronchial Coughs
will never forget, "He sprained his is taking practical shape.
he started to take Foley Kidney Pills.
ankle once trying to avoid stepping
Students at Cambridge have started
They hang on all winter if not He says, "Just a few doses made mo
on an ant." He belonged to the ore
hilling fund for th assistance fcf checked, and pave the way for serious feel better, and now my pains and
der of those who would not "needllgian students and weekly conlribu- - throat and lung- diseases. Get a bot- rheumatism are all gone and I sleep
lessly set foot upon a worm." This tinup will be made on behalf of the tle of Foley's Honey and Tar Com all
night long." O. G, Schaefer and
we
attitude toward life, even when
and
Louvain
Cross Drug Store. Adv.
Red
it
take
hundred
cf
pound,
several,
students,
freely.
Stops
meet It In its lowliest forms, can be
cultivated In children if parents start whom will doubtless begin their wjrk
Cambridge in a short time,
early enough. If there are harmful
creatures whose meaning we cannot
Cambridge has much more the ap
understand and which must be de- pearance of
garrison town than an
stroyed, let the destruction be without educational center.
Students haro
necessary suffering and never in the military drill Instead of sames for re
spirit of cruelty.
creation. Instead of rowing an l football, drlllmasters of tha officers trail
Important
the students through
Bear In mind that Chamberlain's ing corps put
three hours of rigorous military train-U12- :
Tablets not only move the bowels but
every day and military lectur.is
improve the appetite and strengthen
held at night.
the digestion. For sale by all dealers. arj
At the military hospital medical pro
Adv.
fessors anl demonstrators care for
hundreds of wounded soldiers quarterPROBLEMS DISCUSSED .
ed here. Eoth Belgians and British
Elgin, III., Nov. 6. Two thousand wounded are sent to
Cambridge. Othteachers were present this morning er
men are running a hosCambridge
when the eastern section of the northat sea and two thousand
ern , Illinois Teachers' Association pital ship
commissions In all have been granted
orened its convention at. the Coliseum.
Cambridge graduates and
"Social and Recreational Training" is who are now
at the front.
tbe theme of the two days' discussion. Professor Edward A. Stelner of
CITROLAX
Grinnel college spoke on "The Chal
CITROLAX
lenge of the American Spirit,"
CITROLAJC
the spirit of America in relaBest thing for constipation, sour
tion to the problem of population anl
stomach, lazy liver and sluggish bowthe newer problems arising from the els. Stops a Bick headache almost at
present European war. Mrs. Lucy C. once. Gives a most thorough and eat
Owtn of Chicago will tomorrow speak isfactory flushing no pain, no nauon "The- - woman's vote in Relation sea.
Keeps y your system cleansed,
(o Child Welfare."
sweet and wholesome.
Ask for Cifc
rolax. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
OLD TRADITION SMASHED
Drug Store. Adv.
Santa Fe, Nov. 6. Another old tra
dition was shattered' today by an aged
8eelng vi. Photographing.
woman who took an affidavit that she
Th relative sensitiveness of the
ex
witnessed the casting of the bell
photographic plate and the human eye
hibited in San Miguel chapel and has been the subject of recent inter
which according to tradition dated esting experiments by Professor P. O.
'.from 1353. It was one of five bells. Nutting, of Rochester. An extra rapid
she says, cast in 1553 In. Santa Fe, plate was used for the tests. A source
at
and It ia merely because of the im of light that could be "dimmed"
will and to any degree was placed
it
In
8,
the
causing
figure
perfection
feet away from the plate and
to appear like a 3, tha.t the tradition twenty
from the eye. The professor found
arose. A mate of the bell is said to that a light so dim that it required
be on exhibition in. a local curio store. three hours to produce a just percepThe third bell was taken to the chapel tible image on the extremely senstive
at Algodones.
plate was easily visible to the human
eye after resting the latter for three
minutes in total darkness. "In other
adds Professor Nutting, "an
words,"
IF MEALS HIT BACK
image on the retina just visible after
New York Salesrooms
Meriden
partial adaptation to darkness would
32
photo-grapiWarren
Connecticut
onStreet
a
AND STOMACH SOURS just produce, an image
plate after an exposure of one
hour. Tbe retina fully adapted to
darkness is still a thoueand times
"Pape's Diapepsin" Ends Stomacn more sensitive than this."
Misery, Indigestion in Five
Minutes
What Bernard Shaw Said.
Bernard Shaw once gave expression
If what you just ate is souring on to one of the finest things he or any-your stomach, or lies like a lump of one else ever said. Here it is: "Keep
lead, refusing to digest, or you belch yourself clean. Remember you are
the window lights through which you
gas ana eructate sour, uuuigesi-eJ
must view the world."
of
dizziness,
a
have
or
feeling
food,
t
You
to
convince
may
try
yourself
taste
heartburn, fullness, nausea, bad
that It will not matter to the outer
in mouth and stomach headache, you world whether or not tMe windows of
can get blessed relief In five minutes. your life are kept clean. But there
Ask your pharmacist to show you Is one thing as certain as anything
the formula, plainly printed on these can be certain, and that Is that it
fifty-cen- t
cases of pape's Diapepsin, matters to you, whether it does to
then you will understand why dys anyone else or not, for If you cannot
the
perspective on life and
peptic troubles of air kinds must go. get all right
the various beauties that Ufa
upon
relieve
sour,
and why they
EI Radio attached to any
gives out, then you are cheating yourstomachs or Indigestion in five self.
makes any corner a cozy corner.
harmis
minutes. "Pape's Diapepsin"
Everything matters that has to do
The "little electric grate" la made
less; tastes like candy, though each with your individual happiness.
to give warmth and cheer wherever
dose will digest and prepare for as
it goes.
Read In Bed?
similation into the blood all the food
Persons who are accustomed to readIts ruddy glow means sunshine in
you eat; besides, it makes you go to
ing In bed may be interested to know
home on chilly mornings an-your
the table with a healthy appetite; but that
a new electric-ligh- t
fixture which
'
puss-ke- y
evenings.
what will please you most, Is that you can be attached to the bed rail has
Intesand
will feel that your stomach
Takes off the disagreeable chill in
been developed.
tines are clean and fresh, and you
It cousists of a reflector and holder
that small room, office or toalhrooin.
will not need to resort to laxatives or mounted on a swivel joint attached to
When bathing baby, bo sure to have
liver pills for biliousness or constipa- a metal strip bent in the shape of a
Radio near.
El
which
hook
be
can
hung over the head
tion.
El Radio sheds pure clean warmth,
This city will have many "Pape's rail of the bed, back of a chair, edge
of a mirror, etc., or a telescoping floor
does not vitiate the air of a room.
some
as
pople
cranks,
Diapepsin"
or table pedestal.
enIts first cost Is reasonable ($5.00)
will call them, but you .will be
It is especially adapted to use in
and
stomthe cost of opcratioa low.
this
about
thusiastic
splendid
hospitals or doctors' offices, where the
We will be pleased to demonstrate
ach preparation, too, if you ever take illuminated area has to be shifted
this Hot point Electrio Radiator.
take it for indigestion, gases, heartIf convenient, call in tod.-iyburn, sourness, dyspepsia, or any
IMPORTANT TARIFF CASE
stomach misery.
Get some now, this mimite, and rid
1
Washington, D. C, Nov. 6. One of
All u
yourself of stomach trouble and Indi- the most Important cases that ever
came before the Customs Court w;is
gestion in five minutes. Adv.
-
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CARLOAD OF NEW CAHRANZA FORCES

SPECIAL RATES

DEFEATED BY

MEXICO BEANS

Mexico Educational
Association
Tickets on sale Nov. 20th to 23,

Account

VILLA

OFFERED

N. M.,

$6.40 TO ALBUQUERQUE,
AND RETURN

MINING DEAL

Whether Albert C
mine promoter.
Boston
the
liurrage,
owes $2,500,000 for commissions inel
dent to the, sale of big holdings in
Chile,, will be argued tomorrow, when
the suits of Louis S. Ross of Brook-linand Arthur S. Flews of London,
for $1,250,000 each, against Burrage,
come Ujv again before Thomas W.
Proctor,'' 'who is. acting a auditor In
th case. The action was brougb in
the supreme court here, and for sev
eral months testimony has been taken
by the auditor. The cases came to a
sudden halt last month when Arthur
S. Plews refused to come to America
to testify as a witness for Ross. The
situation growing out of the failure
of Plews to appear led to a spirited
debate in the supreme court between
Attorneys Hurlburt and Whipple. Tne
necessity of securing the evidence
caused Mr. Hurlburt to suggest that
he and Mr. Whipple be ordered to go
to England to question Plews. Whip
ple, did not take kindly to the Idea
and Judge Hammond said he would
not direct either attorney to make
the journey. Attorney Hurlburt of
fered to pay all the expenses of Plews
from London to Boston, and to house
him while he remained here, but Mr,
Whipple, attorney for Engineer Ross,
said he was convinced Plews could
not come, as he was troubled financially by the war and that he has a
boh at the front.
Boston,

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER

Al-

though many attempts have been
made to abolish the seed distribution,
none has succeeded. Each year either
the senate or the house usually votts
to knock out the free seed appropriation, but when the agricultural appropriation bill goes to conference the
conferees restore them;"Bid SUIT

0P1 IC,

s
No"
Lamy, N. M.,
stop-over-

GROSS KELLY & COMPANY WILL
(Continued from Page One)
SEND FOOD TO THE HUN- -'
GRY BELGIANS
of Vera Cruz. Should Villa send a
force to that vicinity, and demonstrate
Gross Kelly & Company, the . big that his troops are able to hack up
New Mexico, wholesale house which the guarantees American troops then
has its headquarters in Las Vegas, might he;.wlthdrawn.
has offered to send a cacload of fa-mous New Mexico beans to the starvCarrnr Troops Retire
ing people of Belgium. The offer has El Paso, Tex., Nov. C The Carranza
been made through the Rockefeller troops have retired before an advance
foundation, which ds preparing to send of 10,000 Villa soldiers after fighting
a whole shipload of foodstuffs and 20 miles south of Aguas Callentes, ac
wearing apparel to the Belgians. The cording to an official Villa report to

OUR.

Nev

OPTICAL DEPARTMENT

11

inclusive, 1914. Final return limit
December 1st. 1914.
will he
allowed, except that stop-oveon return trip within final limit of ticket.

allowed

r

$34.40 TO SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH
Tickets on sale Novemher

9, 10

and

at

is ihe most complete in the state and
prompt grinding and repairing is
excelled by none.
Work sent us by mail fs returned
by the first return post.

gj for

AND RETURN

Final return limit

11th, 1914.

Robert J. Taupert

will be allowed on hoth going
November 22nd. 1914
and return trip "within final limit of ticket.
Stop-over-

jeweler and Optician

I as

1

w

""

sua

$6.40 TO ALBUQUERQUE
AND RETURN

'

'

Vegas,"

.

.

New Mexico

N. M.,

Tickets on sale Nov. 7, 8 and 9th,
Final return limit Novemher

1914.

12, 1914.

!;.,,,

For other information see me.
D. L. BATCHELOR, Agent.

Fe railway has been applied day. General Leon commanded the
KANSAS CITY, LIVE STOCK
transportation, it is understood, Carranza forces.
iKJansas
,Clt.y, November 61 Itagsj
7.80
is more than likely that it will
Market steady to 10
9,000.
receipts
Mail
in this charitable movement by
Dally, by
cents
Bulk
higher.
$7.407.80; hear
$6.00
AUTO STAGE
One Year (in advance)
giving- - a low rate or hauling the beans
According to this information, priests
vy
$6.507.25.
pigs
3.00
$7.607.80;
have been expelled from their dioceses
it can do so without
6ix Months (In advance)
Automobile stage line to Mora tri
2,000. Market strong
receipts
7.00
Cattle,
to
comor
the
Cruz
Vera
to
exiled
the
and
interstate
afoul
of
One Year (In arrears)
running
weekly, Tuesday, Thursday and Sat United States; sacred Images have to 1 0 cents higher. Prime fed steers
3.50
merce commission.
Six Months (In arrears)
western steers $79.5t);
urday, leaving Murphey'jj.. corner 8 a. heen hroken and trampled upon :and $1011;
Beto
It is said the plan
help the
m arriving
Mora 9:45 a m. Leave
bulls $5.50; calves $6.5O10.5O.
"
O
for
In
been
used
have
churches
the
barracks,
lgians
kindly
originated
jeart
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
Market 20
Sheep, receipts 2,000.
MoraTp; m. arrive; LaTVegas 5:45 p. stables and public halls.,..- ,.
(Continued from rage Oney
of Mrs. Harry W. Kelly, wife of, jhe
GROWER
m Fare for round trip, $5; one way,
30 cents higher. Lambs $89.15;
to
not
refrained
Mr.
leaders
have
Mexican,
of
the
company.
Kelly,
president
. .$2.00
:Or8 Year
for one
whose Irish nature is full of sym- time after the occurrence. Admitting $3. Round trip tickets good
from persecuting the church, accord- yearlings $67.
;:
Six Months....
B. Hubbard, Prop.
for
H.
week.
that
piepared
fully
was,
Turkey
to
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once
saw
the opportunity
pathy,
ing to these reports to the Vatican.
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
aid a sorrowful and suffering people. war, nevertheless, German action preGeneral Villa ordered the hanging of
crisis.
Nov. 6. Fear of extensive
the
Chicago,
cipitated
(Cash In Advance for Mail
He put the proposition before the of
Jesuit Christian brothers, and Gener
"I regard the extreme courtesy
Subscriptions.)
ficials of his company and every one
al Carranza ordered the confiscation of crop damage in Argentina gave a lift
IN MEXICO the property of the clergy.
to the, prj.ee, of wheat. The opening,
shown bv Russiaij Officials (two days CATHOLICS
Remit by check craft or money
of them approved it.
Iwblcfc varied""fromr
off to
order. If sent otherwise we will not
of
a
contain
list
The beans will be shipped in large following the Turkish attack as proof
These reports
long
rSm
events."
recent
a
followed
moderate
at
was
for
Turkish
loss.
of
by
surprise
be responsible
sacks, each packago bearing the name
MISTREATED BY VILLA indignities to the church, which in- all up,
around. The close was strong ifc
An unusually large guard of picket
Specimen copies free on application,
o:' the donor and the city from which
clude insults to the clergy and cries
above last night.
to
it came, Las Vegas, N. M. Those troops was placed at the disposal of
of "down with the pope."
Active shipping demand rallied the
AT
who like New Mexico beans and that the Russian ambassador, the consul
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED
CONSTITUTIONALISTS
CONFIC
to
corn market. After opening
includes everybody who has ever tast- general said, and the grand vizier's
EXPIRATION OF TIME
CATE PROPERTY AND INSTATEMENT
cent down, quotations 'ascended well
superin
ed them will realize that the Bel private secretarp personally
PAID FOR
SULT THE CLERGY '!;v
HISTORIC SPOT MAY
above last night's level. The close
gians into whose hands the Cross tended and facilitated the departure
PEOPLES BANK AND TRUST CO. was firm
cent above last
to
Russians.
of
the
some
will
de
falls
enjoy
Kelly gift
are
Austrian
through
pushing
troops
writPLACE
the
A
'
FOUL
night.
BE MADE
Advertisers are guaranteed
East Las Vegas, October 31, 1914.
Rome, No. 6. Poe Benedict,
lightful meals..
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to
of
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like
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responded
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Carpathians
passes
Oats,
a
A
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sent
circulation
of
and
The
of
October
25,
date
under
weekly
Optic
representative
ing
largest daily
Resources
are
who
the
frost
falling
of
Auetrians,
damage.
ports
ed on Mr. Kelly this morning and ask- port
of any newspaper in northern New
paternal letter to the archbishop of
in
SANTA FET PROPOSES TO DUMP ed for information
$335,750.07
Shorts covering made the provision
Mexico.
Mexico, comforting him and the Mex- Loans .
concerning: his back before the Russians' advance
A
SEWAGE ON DEVARGAS'
8,685.2 market firm. The closing quotations
ican episcopacy In their distressing f urniture and fixtures
company's 'donation tjj 'the Belgians. the region west of the San river.
CAMP SITE
states
that
at
Lemberg
He said his conipany was not Beeking correspondent
situation in that they have been al- Cash and sight exchange... 68.760.C1 were as follows:
TELEPHONES
lieat, Dec. 1.171i; May 1,23.
notoriety and wished to make its these troops have been exhausted, by most all forced into exile.
.....Main 2 Santa Fe, Nov. 6. To save one of charitable donations without publicity. the struggle through the enow-rule8usinessOffice
$413,195.07
Corn, Dee. 704; May 7S
The pontiff encourages the Mexican
.
Main 9 the most historic spots in New Mexico Mr.
are incapable oA
News Department
Liabilities
Oats, Dec. 50; May 63'.
Kelly told The Optic to "wait un mountain passes-'andclergy to trust in a better future, and
from pollution. Is the object of an in- til he finished the
resistance"
a
serious
$114,220.00
Pork, Jan, $19.97; May $2u.20.
correspondence re
says that he adds his prayers to theirs Capital ..
be asked by Frank
junction which will
undivided
and
proLard, Jan. $10.55; May $10.77.
for the triumph of the church and of Surlpus
garding the matter," evidently hoping
'
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M.i.Tones from the diistrict court thus to avoid
8,501.1?)
fits
Ribs, Jan. $10.42.
of
sends
the
meanwhile
he
In
story.
the
publication
justice.
aejiiimt. the iflaDitol Custodian Board From other
290,474 27
CLAIM
The DEMOCRATS
sources,
such
the
aid
however,
of
Deposits
them
for
priests
money
land the city authorities through his
TIttEl OF WILSON
Ten .thousand Iron workers are paid
as have been deprived of their possesOptic has been Informed that the firm
attorney. Judge John R. McFie. It is has made the offer of the donation,
$413,195.67 to he out of work in Milwaukee;, Outr
Two things were indicated clearly
sions, as well as to succor the congre
proposed to construct the outlet of worth, figuring the value of the beans
AMENDMENTS LOST gation? driven from their homes. He Dividends paid Jan. 1 and July 1, look is bright, however, for early reJ.y the result of Tuesday's congression
new 1G,000 sewer from the capi at
the
3 cents a pound, at least
of
only
this
the
sumption.
that
regrets that his poverty does not per- 1914.
people
al election;
tal and adjoining part of the city, in
New York state labor department
Oct. 31, 1913, $169,811.98.
own try do not endorse the Wilson
mit him to send more.
Deposits,
the arroyo, down which the refuse
statement
is
above
The
de
from
has
Vatican
correct,
One)
at
and that the progressive parreceived
the
appointed Charles B. Barnes as
Page
'(Continued
Reports
would be washed by heavy rains !on
U. W. HARRIS,
director of the new employment buas disastrous the present condipict
ty is no longer a factor in, American the orchard of Mr.
Jones, who also OLD COTTONWOOD TREES
reau. Good job, $4,000 a Vear.
tion of the Catholic church in Mexico.
President.
Io!i(ics. This nation always has been
home
his
there.
makes
university. The "republicans retain
a. tariff county, and all its experiments
the other eight state officers except
The home stands upon the spot on
IHMgBWWiM3
with materially reducing or cutting
CUT DOWN attorney general .and state auditor,
which Don Diego de Vargas and his IN CAPITAL
off the tariff have been followed by
which are still in" doubt.
BIG REDUCTIONS
BIG REDUCTIONS
small army camped on the day before
President
widespread dissatisfaction
he retook the city of Santa, Fe from
Wilson's tariff program, during the
in
NEXT
SPRING 'THEY
WOULD
in
in 1G92. There
Washington is Dry
HAVE BEEN 70 YEARS OLD;
short time it has been in operation. the Pueblo Indians
torreon
Seattle, Nov. 6. With only 200
lias cost this country many millions the Indians had constnicted a
THEY WERE DYING
Suits, Coats and Dresses
Suits, Coats and Dresses
small precincts unreported the vote
or watch tower and the place is still
of dollars in revenue and has made it
on the prohibition amendment stands:
known as Torreon on that account.
Santa Fe, Nov. a The ouly trees
necessary to impose a special tax to From here
foot169,497; against 157,029; prohibiskirted
the
DeVargas
in Sartta Fe antedating the American For,
replenish the depleted national treas hills to the eminence of
tion majority 12,468.
Fort
Marey
BIG.V'
tiry. The administration blamed the
occupation were cut down today on
BIG
The majority of Senator Wesley L.
overlooking and. jutting right into the
the Plaza facln.? the Governor's Palace
.European war for the greater part of
will be slightly over
REDUCTIONS
REDUCTIONS
this deficit, but the people did not city,'...
to make way for .pavir.g the slreet by Jones, republican,
3.ri,000.
The republican majority In
It was proposed by Historians R. E.
fall for this explanation.
the state. They were four huge cot
IN
M. Read to
IN
the new legislature will he even largAs for the progressive party, it ap Twitchell and Benjamin
tonwoods that were regarded as land
Dein
road
Few
than
er
to
prothe
taken
mark
the present body.
by
SUITS.
pears to be snowed under to a depth day,
SUITS.
marks, having been planted in 1845
trom which it will never be extricaW Vargas on that memorable day by the year that the first and only hull gressive members were
flei-'jIvW-COATS
COATS
d,
The majority of the "men1 who making It a circle drive and marking fight in the annals of Santa Fe took
It with suitable monuments. Lying as
Thomas
nlUted in Its ranks purely for the
in the Plaza. In those days the
AND
AND
it does on the crest of the first tier place
Denver, Colo., Nov. 6. With the rewas the Alameda, a spot
purpose of advancing progressive Ideas
park
city
of hills half encircling Santa Fe, the
election of Senator C. 8. Thomas, demDRESSES
DRESSES
bave abandoned it and gone back to
where Rosario cemetery is now locat
the. republican party, the real party of circle drive would be one series of ed on the western boundary of the ocrat, practically assured today, a
vistas of mountains, forest
to returns with only three
progress and efficiency.
Those who magnificent
It was In the Alameda that the cording
would branch city.
and
from
the
and.
it
small
counties
Interest
imissing,
city
left the republican party from malice
band concerts were given and to
or In an endeavor to secure public off the old road to Taos, the road to which all roads led on a holiday: The turned to the lineup In the state legSena' Circle
Republican headquarters
office are practically all that are left the' Cliff Dwellings, the
trees in the Alameda were watered islature.
Tesunue
the
and
other
road
Drive,
a
claimed
of 17 in the house
majority
in the progressive ranks.
from a ditch carried alon? the base
notable highways.
41 republican and
BIG
BIG
A strong, progressive, republican
of the foothills from the Santa Fe of representatives
to
24 democrats and this- was not disriver.
arty, representative of the best inter
REDUCTIONS
REDUCTIONS
FAMOUS LAND CASE
ests of the people of the union, will
The eottonwoods planted in the puted hy the democrats.
C.
The
returns
indicate
available
in
Nov.
Santa
The
today
Fe,
papers
IN
face the democrats in the presidential
Plaza iit 1845 were watered from
IN
In the moyen age models the waist line was quite lost sight
contest two years nence, and it will the famous Caja del Rio grant case, ditch that carried the water from the the closest kiud of a contest in the
SUITS.
the
SUITS,
be victorious. By that time, the"coun- - which has been in the district court spring an.d tank In the Cienega, Just senate. The republicans claimed
of, but it is returning in favor in , the new." natty
little jackets de- "
'
'
.
s,
v
V
i
;
of
formin
election
the
one
or
other
for
following:
j
years,
many
above the present court house on East
try will have had still more time in
COATS
coats
lines. I'hese Vnodels reach 'Just a few inches
signed on military
State CJiaijmaa Stewart
'
; Republicain
which to see the disadvantages of the were sent to District Judge H. F Ray; Palace avenue, Ine trees wottld-hav- e
i.
'vu.
if
,;j
Vitij'
'
this afternoon conceded .the
below the hips, with underarm seams cut to the f figure, and
AND ' ' i
AND
Wilson program and general democrat nolds today, indicating that hi will beea 70 yearsold next spring, and for
v
XU
e
"!
VOV
t
;rL'e
ides
of
Charles
S. Thomas, democrat,
hand down his opinion, in the. near esters
curves at the weiist,, the basque flaring.,out, in exaggeration of
ic inefficiency,
say that they would have lived over Hubert
Du,';st,rAf .
DRESSES
'
Work, republican, to the
future. The suit Involves the partition at the best
o
30
' .
more.
'
years
only
They United States senate.
Cossack uniform.the
,':
of the grant which lies between San- were crowding the other trees In the
FREE SEED DISTRIBUTION
ta Fe ahd the White Rock canyon, Plaza and each summer shed an im
Washington, Nov. 6. All is ready
Braided In double breasted military effect and bordered in fur
WOMEN TAUNTED THEM
. if.''
a
lor. starting the annual distribution of covering some 30,000 acres, and claim mense amout of cotton, making them
they are smarter today than, the popular long coat.
free seeds which members of congress ed fcy hundreds of heirs, the bulk of a nuisance to many. Hence their exWalsenburg, Col., Nov. 6. The taksend to their constituents to the num-!e- r whose Interest has been acquired by ecution was ordered, especially since ing of testimony in the trial of four
several local attorneys.
Blck is introduced in masses, not as a modest piping or a
of 75.000,000
they stood in the way of the paving mine guards charged with the murder
BIG
BIG
packages a year.
and obstructed a cleaF view of the of three strikers during the Seventh
While the actual work of sending out
touch to give
to to the costume, hut as an entire
REDUCTIONS
REDUCTIONS
street riot of October 24, 1913, began
the seeds does not start until next STATE INSURANCE A SUCCESS Palace of the Governors.
waist, a girdle, or a coat with a skirt of white or contrasting
6
at 9:3j0 o'clock this morning. la the
"Dividends
Madison, Wis., No.
month, active preparations for the
IN
IN
Huerfano county court house. Of the
work are well under way, and big declared on Wisconsin sUtc- life In
REGARDING SCHOOL FUNDS
SUITS.
150 witnesses subpoenaed for the trial,
warehouses are loaded awaiting the surance today, after bting in force
:,
:. UriR. In the work of
Santa Fe, Nov. G. Attorney General one for the state, Mrs. Albert Pisac- sending out one year, show great savings to pol
COATS
COATS
the seeds this year & battery of 24 icy holders as compared with the cost Frank W. Clancy today handed down ski, completed her testimony. Fred
of the fastegt packing machines will to policy holders in any old line com an opinion that school funds can not Richards, a negro, was on the stand
F-AND
AND
T"J
S
tve in almost constant use for three pany."
This summarizes the state he taken from the tcsustody of the when court took its noon recess.
f
DRESSES
DRESSES
nonths. Every machine has an out ment Issued by Commissioner of In- - county treasurer to that of the school
Mrs, Pisarcskl testified in a general
& 4 It. 4)
JJ
Ekerns, For the 311 policy districts. The opinion is In resnonse way to the condition ofthe riot and
put of 20,000 to 33,000 packages in
v.
It
- J tL
eight hours. During the busy season holders each have saved in net pay to a letter from C. E. Cary of Melrose, directly that the guard had hegun
N.M!
180 people are employed in the" work ments over $3 as compared with the Curry county.
the firing and shot down the three
of filling the enevelopes, handling the next lowest participating companies.
strikers without provocation. She de
BIG REDUCTIONS
BIG REDUCTIONS
weed shipments, pasting on the adThe child lahor law In Arkansas nied that the mob had begun th
in
dressed slips, etc. Uncle Sam spends Policemen as city lamp lighters is will be effective January 1, despite shooting and claimed that the mob's
in
some $200,000 this year for free seed the odd suggestion made in New the wrangle over the referendum vote. activities had been confined to the
Coats and Dresses
Suits, Coats and Dresses
distribution. In Addition to this the York. How about the furnaces on the The attorney genera has handed down epithets of the women
directed
?
a
heat
decision.
of agriculture makes its
against the guards,
One Week..
On Month
One Year...
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Out Saturday Special

Puritan Sanitary
Laundry

EVEN'S 'RANCY WESTS'

rived today for a visit with friends,
. Mrs. Henry Goldstein arrived today
in- Las
'Vegas from Mora. Mrs. Goldstein,' wtio is well known here, will
spend a f ew davs with friends.
"'Colonel' iM. ,M. Padgett and Judge
Daivid J. Leahy drove down to Santa
Rosa teday, Judge Leahy will hold
court in that town until Monday night,
Mr. and Mrs. J. van Houten of Raton, who were visiting Mr. and Mrs.
Chris Wiegand of this city, left last
night on train No. 2. Mrs. van Houten
is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Wie""
gand.
J. C. Rex arrived in town yesterday
evening.' Mr. Rex is an old resident
of Las' Vegas", having been employed
In Gross Kelly & Company's offices
here."' He is now at their Albuquerque
house.
Mr. Rex will leave tonight
for the' Duke City.
Dr. Raster, the head surgeon of the
Santa Fe railroad, and Frank Butter-fielda member of the board of the
Santa Fe Hospital association, came
into town this noon from Topeka,
their headquarters.
-

N. M.,

A. C. Wagne.r of Montoya,

was a! visitor'in town yesterday.
L. A. Nphr,' a rancher to the west
'
of here, arrived in town today.
Mrs. J. Malouff came in from Laroy
last night and will stay a few days.
CD. Hamilton of Trinidad came in
last night to spend a few days hre
on business.
A. Van Houten and wife came in
today from Shoemaker for a short
business visit.
s
to
B. Leatherwood retutned
last night arter a short Ibusi-nes-s
visit here.
Shoe
C. E. Cox of the Flor&heim
company of Chicago was a business
visitor here yesterday."'
B. Baurn representing'-- ' Vbss and
Stern of New York, was a buslhe'ss
visitor here yesterday.
Charles R. Keyes, a hardware dealer of Wagon Mound arrived in Ijas
today on a business trip.
A. J. kihderdale of Philadelphia was
Mr.
in town on business yesterday.
Kirkendale represents the Kirshbaum
Clothing company.
iMr.'and Mrs. J. C. Henderson, Mrs.
O. .O, Samuel and, Mr. and Mrs. W. K.
Lawler arrived today from Trinidad
for a few days' stay.
George H. 'Smith, Jr., and Charles
Hedgcock, a lawyer, left for their
homes, in Santa Rosa today.' They
traveled in their machines.
Charjes Springer, president of, the
Cimafrou Valley Land company, drore
into the city last night. He will be
tere for a short time on business.
Eugenlo Romero, a leading mer-- '
chant of Mora, came into town this
morning. Mr. Romero is a member
of the board of regents of the New
Mexico Normal University.
A. p. Wheeler of Denver was in town
todayro Mr, Wheeler was formerly proprietor of the Las Vegas Steam Laundry, ..of this city. His many friends
claim ithat he left Colorado because It
went dry. They say that it looks suspicious that he should leave his own
etato the day after election,
Dan T. Hoskins, the local banker,
left today for a business visit to
Lamed, Kaa.
Mrs. Mary Bainter and Miss Helen
Bainter stopped off in Las Vegas on
their way from Prince Rupert, B. C,
to their home at Mount Vernon, Ohio.
Mrs. and Miss Bainter are the guests
of Dr. and Mrs. Prank H. H. Roberts.
Wa-trou-
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WAR
(Continued From Page One.)
advance or retirement at any point.
There was violent cannonading to the
north of Arras, and also directed upon
Arras, without result for the enemy.
"The German efforts (dn Belgium
and in the norlh of France continue.
The Germans seem to have under-take- h
changes in the position of their
forces,, which are operating in this
region, and are reinforcing their reserve corps, composed of new organizations which have been severely tested, with active troops with the idea
of undertaking a flew offensive movement or at least to mitigage the
bloody checks which have been inflicted upon them.
"Between the Somme and the Oise
and between the Oise and the Meuse
there have been minor actions. We
have consolidated our advance on the
of
village of Andecny, to
Roye. A column of German wagons
has been destroyed by the fire of our
artillery, at long range, in the region
of Nampoel to the north of the forest
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$2.80
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$2.50 Vests
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$2.00 Vests
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$1.75 Vest
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$1.10

$1.50 Vests
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95c

$1.25 Vests
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WM. G. HAYDON
D. T.

.REENBERGER
we have re
Aear iierry-au-iJataken the village of Sapigneul, which
had been captured by the Gernuins.
"There has been a furious fight in
the Argonne; where, as a result of
fighting with the bayonet, our troOps
drove the Germans back.
ji
"In the Woevre district fresh attacks by the enemy have been repulsed.
"To the northeast and to the east
of the Grande Couronne of Nancy
(the chain of fortified positions surrounding Nancy) in the region of the
forest of Perroy, and between Baccarat and Blomount, our advance posts
have been attacked by mixed detach
ments of the enemy, whose move
ments everywhere were checked.
"Russia announces officially a great
Russian victory in Galicia."
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SUIT

THE GOLDEN RULE STORE

1

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
H. W. Kelly, President
Jacob Gross, Vice-Pres- t.
Clarence Iden, Secy. A Tress.
'
Donald Steward,
C. C.Robblns.
,

:

IS AT

Prices are so reasonable that
our customers are often heard
to remark that those who hare
been supplying themselves from
mail order houses can. now see
the goods first and buy at mail
order prices without cost and
delay of transportation. ...

East Las Vegas, N. M.
,

IHOORPORATCD
For Fall and Winter should b
VV

ordered now.
We have a complete lino of for-

Boys Knickerbocker Suit
$1.93 o $4.98

Albuquerque, N. M,
.
Peeos. N. M.
Trinidad. Colo.
Rdwe. K. M.
Santa Fe. N. M.

GROSS KELLY & CO.

eign and domestic suitings,

1

:

holes a.le Grocers

WOOL, HIDES

PELTS. LUMBER.
NAVAJO BLANKETS
EAGLE HAY PRESSES
(SL

BAIN WAGONS

com-

prising all the latest weaves, and
Sizes for ages 4 ta 15 years
The Belgian Statement
'M
at right prices.
Havre, Nov. 6 (via Paris). The Bel
Boys Overcoats
gian official communication given :Out
$2.98 to $6,90
Pressing, cleaning and repairing
here today says:
Sizes for ages 2 to 20 Years
"The enemy is showing no activity
receive special care.
on the Yser front, but several detach
;
Men's Overcoats
ments with quick firing guns still oc
$9.90, $10.90 and $12.50
cupy the left bank of the Yser near
St. 5eorge and StuyveRenskerke. 'V
$9.90,' $r16.0Q and
"The Germans have piacejnumerous
cannon, including all calibers, on tne
Belgian' frootier between Middlekrke
'
and Zeebrugge.
JC.
front
"On the
offensive movement
the Anglo-FrencViolent German attacks
(conitinuajsl.
convinced that ilie shooting was; acci
in the direction of Bixschoote have YOUNG BOY VICTIi! OF
,11 ?
dental, i
been repulsed.
Between Wythhcaete and Messines
SHOOTING ACCIDENT ... WILL:ABATE NUISANCE
the offensive movement of the allies
The .West side council met last
has progressed as far as the road joinand discussed methods of ob
night
MANUEL CHAVEZ, SHOOTING AT
ing these two towns."
the annoyance caused to the
viating
AN ANIMAL, FATALLY WOUNDS
merchants
of Bridge street by the
GARCIA GALLEGOS
Germans Report Successes
flow of surplus water down, that thor
ofout
Berlin, Nov. 6. New given
oughfare after every rain or snow
ficially for the press today says that
On Tuesday night at San Jose, Ma storm.
Ludwig William Ilfeld apthe hard fighting m the northwest nuel Chavez shot and fatally wounded
before the council and made
peared
withi
it.
as
but
that
yet
continues,
Garcia Gallegos, a 10 year old boy. several
suggestions as to the method
out result. The Germans have, how- The shooting was accidental and it is
of cutting off the water. The street
ad
ever, been able to make slow
not thought that any arrests will be
commission, consisting of Juan Cav- vances at several points from Ypres made. ; News of it did not reach-heranaugh and William B. Stapp, was
inland.
until last nisht.
instructed to Investigate with Mr. Il
The clash in, Poland, which has
Gallegos claims that he heard an feld and report the best method of
been expected for several days past, animal outside of his house during the
the nuisance.
has not yet developed. One reason Is night. He drew his revolver and fir- obviating
that the condition of the roads makes ed in the direction from which the
TWO STORES BURNED
rapid movement impossible. The cold sound proceeded. The first shot went
Fort
Smith, Ark., Nov. 6. Reports
weather Is now making some improve wild, but at the second
discharge the were received here today that two
ment in hls regard.
bullet entered the hip of the boy, who stores were, burned
early today at
No exact information as to the po- - was near the house. Dr. M. F. Des
about
miles south of
Hartford,
three,
sitions-- of
the Teutonic allies is avail- Marais was called, but when he ar
the Prairie Creek mining district. The
able.
rived yesterday morning the boy had
of tho fire was unknown, it
The Russians are unquestionably been dead an hour. ? The bullet enter origin
was stated.
r
the superior force, a condition the ed the
the hio bone.
allies are geeking to overcome by adSheriff Roan Gallegos was notified
Three Kansas City flour mills have
vantages in position. Farther to the but as yet has not arrested Chavez. locked out their
employes who sought
south the Autrians continue to harass It is probable that the manwill not an eight, hour day instead of, a." 12
the enemy. No day passes, according be arrested as the aufhro-Itaro hour day.
to this- Information given out in Berlin, without k report of the. captm
of a thousand; or more prisoners.: ...
The Improvement ".la the situation
WW
Is!! 0k.
iff
k
on the southwestern front is snown
LIUby orders to reopen in parts of Alsace
schools which had been closed owing
to the danger of invasion- --
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THAM EVEFi.
UN AND PRETTY GIRLS

f

See Them Take Vera Cruz with
Smokeless, ?QW(er
Including 25 Entrancingly Beautiful Hexican
Maidens

SEATS AT MURPHEY'S SATURDAY
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Oolong, Gunpowder.

-

THE ROSENTHAL FURNITURE CO.

v..

Galveston, Tex., Nov. 6 The United
States battleship Texas, Captain A.
W. Grant commanding, arrived in port
early today for a stay of five days and
to receive two set of ivpr; one pre
sented by the school children of Texas
the other a contribution of citizens of
the state. Today is to be taten up
with visits to the battkehip of rep- resenatives of Governor Colquitt, army
officers and city officials. The pres
entation will take place tomorrow aft
ernoon.
Milwaukee Federated "'rades plans
to sell food to the public at. actual
cost, as a means of lowering the cost
of living,
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TEXAS GIVES SILVER
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Always Come Back

TAILOR

Pvnnrrrt-Co-In-
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japan, Ceylon and India,
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HOSKINS.

,

is apparent in
the better flavor and aroma'
of Moreys Solitaire Tea. Ask
for the kind you like

Th Best the Grocer Can Deliver"
Here are a few members of the
boliliiirefiwuly: CoJIee, i;ci's,
kmstns, Peunnt Butter, kice,
Olive Oil, Preserves, Maple
Syiup, etc., and all varieties
of canned fruits and vegetables.
. .
..n

THE SAN MIGUEL NATIONAL

V3

H. W. KELLY

-

English Breakfast,

r

WITH

OFFICE

-

Their success

A:

03Q,0GQ.OO

$1.20

leg-nea-

in the foremost
countries. It
is their responsibility to please your palate.
Our orders are to accept only the cream of
the crop, which is carefully tested by our
experts on arrival in this country.

Li

T. Hoskins, Cashier.

t,AS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK

?2-4-

:

VvK

D.

$2.85

$3.50 Vests,
$3.00

I

VEGAS
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

Low

following Extraordinarily

$4.50 Vests

rVS

$5'000-0-

Vice-Preside-

Prices:

Mrs. E. P, .Harton and Miss Gertrude Luce of East Tawas,' Mich., ar-

PERSONALS

the

At

NatJoneJ Ave

SURPLUS

J. M, Cunnitiflham, President.
Frank Springer,

In all Materials and colors

-

1201

CAPITAL PAID IN
$100,000.00

Saturday and Monday

On Sale

Are you suffering the inconvenience, extra expense and
unsanitary fumes of a wash day In your home? Worse
still, do you send your clothing to soma one's home to be
washed 'mid'st oooMng and living odors? Compare our
SANITARY methods. Get our prices on "Wet Waeh''
:
and "Rough Dry."

Phone Matin 267

F1YS

M. C. A.

mm

for
Flljcr and Wss! Gx12 - ft Rugs. 1314 Patterns.
$3.65 for Perfection Oil Heaters.
One gallon tank.
$1.95 for $2.50 Electric Lanterns.
$16.85 for Smith's 9x12-f- t
Axminster Rugs. Worth $25.
$1.85 for $3.50 Nickle or Brass Casseroles. All white or brown insets,
$1.95 for all cotton, silkolene covered
$2.50 Comforts.
$3.95 for Rob Roy Plaid 11-Blankets, 60 per cent wool. Worth $5.50.
65c for those $1
Pillows, Art Ticks.
$4.75 for those $6.50
Kindel
Mattresses, with roll non- spreading edges and art ticks.
$14.50 for those $1S and $!8 Ostsrmoor Mattresses,
siightSy soiled.
AEOVE PRICES ARE STRICTLY FOR CASH ONLY.
NO TELE.
PHONE ORDERS ACCEPTED.
FREE fEI lveY
:.Ca
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SHORT ORDERS AN D REGULAR DINNERS
GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLES

HS BIST

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

TOT

and
each
munication first ad month at W. O. W. hall. Visiting
j
In brothers cordially invited Howard T.
third Thursday
tea month. Visiting Davis, Director; Harry L. Cutler, secy.
bitytners cordially in
vited. Guy M. Cary, W. ML, H. S. Van KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUN
CIL NO. 804 Meets second and
MOVED
HEADQUARTERS
Pettea. Secretary.
fourth Thursday in O. R C, nail
Santa Fe, Nov, 6. Forest headquar
ters have been moved for the Carson
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2, pioneer bunlding. Visltinp member
Reg- - are cordially invihed Richard Devine,
forest from Tres Piedras to Taos.,
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
S.
Mex
New
for
This Is a decided gam
jjkul&r conclave second Tues- G. K; Frank Angel, F.
Maat
month
each
ico, as originally It had been planned
dey In
MONUMENT CO
to move the headquarters to Antonl-to- ,
sonlo Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. H. M.
made
by
but
Recorder.
Colo.,
Albuquerque, N. M.
representations
Smith, BS. C; Chas. Tamme,
215 E. Central
Senator T. B. Catron and A. B. Fall
OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN 2
II Years practical Experience.
saved the headquarters for New
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY
W. W. BOWER.
A JONES
RATES FOR CLASIFIED ADVER
Mexico.
AL ARCH MASONS Reoular convo
TISEMENTS
cation first Monday In each
GEO. H. HUNKER
in damp, chilly weather there is almonth at Masonic Temple
Attorney-at-Laat 7:30 m. P. A. Brlnegar,
vays a large demand for BALLARD'S Five cents per line each insertion.
Las
East
Vegas, New Mexico.
to
six
words
a
Estimate
Secremany
because
line,
SNOW LINIMENT
ordinary,
H. P.; F. O. Blood,
two
No
Its
ad
to
less
than
know
space
occupy
who
experience
by
OR.
people
f. ft. HUXMANN
few tary.
Dentist
great relieving power in rheumatic lines. All advertisements charged
arhes and ' pains, prepare to apply it will be booked at space actually set I. O. O. P. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO
Dental work of any description at
it at the first twinge. Price 255c, 50 without regard to number of words,
moderate yricea
4, Meets every Monday evening at
Sold by Ce- Cash in advance preferred.
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cil in barrels.
W. O. W hall, Sixth street, on the No. I... 1:35 p.
DESIRABLE light housekeeping rooms first and
third Mondays of each
POSITIVELY MASTERS CROUP
Rub a sore throat with BALLARD'S
with sleeping porch. 1030 Fifth St. month at 8 p. m. Visiting brothers
One or two ap
SNOW LINIMENT.
Foley's Honey ana Tar Compound
O. L.
and Ladies always welcome.
cuts
cure
will
it
the thick choking mucus, and
completely.
FURNISHED rooms with or without Freeman, President; Miss Cora Mont
plications
clears
Pr.ce 25c, 50c and $1 per bottle. Sold
away the phlegm Opens up
V.
board. 710 Grand avenue.
Mrs.
A.
Morrow,
ague, Financier,
by Central Drug Co.- Adv.
Local Deputy, 908 Jackson avenue; Z the air passages and stops the hoarse
FOR RENT Modern housekeeping W. Montague Assistant Deputy, 1011 cough. The gasping, strangling fight
for breath gives way to quiet breathROMERO FOR SPEAKER
rooms. 328 Grand avenue.
Sixth street, East Las Vegas, N. Ml
Santa Fe, Nov. 6. Already friends
ing and peaceful sleep. Harold Berg,
of Secundino Romero of Las Vegas, riANO for rent, 417 Eighth street.
FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD NO Mass, Mich,, writes :"We give Foley'B
for
Nestor Montoya of Albuquerque and
102 Meets every Monday night li Honey and Tar to our children
O.
E. P. Davies of Santa Fe are making
You will like their positive action. O. R. C. hall,' on Douglas avenue
i croup and it always acts quickly."
efforts to have their favorites elected They have a tonic effect on the bow 8 o'clock. Visiting members are cor G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
Adv.
speaker of the legislative house. Can- - els, and give a wholesome, thorough dially welcome. , Ja T. Buhler, Prest
didateselect are being lined up quietly cleaning to the entire bowel tract dent; Mrs. J. T. Buhler, Secretary
and a spirited contest is promised, al Stir the liver to healthy activity and C. H, Baily, Treasurer.
Remarkable Cure of Croup
sweet Constipation,
though not one of the candidates men- keep stomach
winter when my little boy had
"Last
tioned has himself announced any in- headache, dull, tired feeling never af MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
I got him a bottle of Chamber-croup
tention of seeking the honor. Mon- fect those who use Foley Cathartic
Meet in the Forest of Brotherly Iain's Cough Remedy. I honestly betoya has been speaker of the house Tablets. Only 25c O. G. Schaefer Love at O. R-- C hall, on the second lieve it saved his life," writes Mrs.
once before and is a native of Santa Land Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
and fourth Tuesdays of each month at J. B. Cook, Indiana, Pa. "It C't the
Fe. Davies; made a phenomenal run
S
p. m. J. S. Nelson, Consul; G. phlegm and relieved his coughing
for the house, polling a larger vote
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
I am most grai 'ful for what
Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W. Montague, Lo- spells.
even than Hernandez In Santa Fe In the Probate Court, San Miguel cal Deputy.
esmembers
are
this
Visiting
remedy has done for him." For
county and running also well ahead
County, New Mexico.
pecially welcome and cordially Invited. sale by all dealers. Adv.
in Torrance and Guadalupe counties,
In the matter of the estate of Julian
wh hctwo counties he also represents. Sandoval, deceased.
Secundino Romero is one of the reTo Whom it May Concern: Notice
publican state leaders, whose county is hereby given that the final report
has given the biggest plurality for the of the executors in the above entitled
republican ticket of any county' in the estate has been filed in said court, and
MOST
YOUR
state.
the 4th day of January, 1915, has been
set by the court for the hearing of
Check Kidney Trouble at Once
objections to the same and the final
There is such ready action In Foley settlement of said estate.
Kidney Pills, you feel their healing
Witness my hand and the seal of
from the very flret dose. Backache, said court this 5th day of October, A.
weak, sore kidneys, painful bladder D 1914.
and Irregular action disappear with
CELSA S. SANDOVAL,
their use. O. Palmer, Green Bay,
ANDRES SANDOVAL,
Wis., says :"My wire is rapidly re
Executors. "
covering her health and strength, due
solely to Foley Kidney Pills." O. G. Siate of Ohio, City of Toledo,
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Stora
Lucas County, ss.
20c per 100 lbs.
2,000 pounds or More, each dlivery
Adv.
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that
25c per 100 lb.
1,000 pounds to 2,000 pounds, each delivery
he is senior partner of the firm of F.
200 pounds to 1,060 pounds, each delivery......... 30c per 100 lbs.
...40c per 100 lbs.
50 pounds to 200 pounds, each delivery
MUST BE GIVEN A CHANCE J. Cheney and CO., doing business in
the City of Toledo, county and state
50c per 100 lbs.
Lest than 50 pounds, each delivery..,.
What Mexican Peon Can Do With Ac- aforesaid, and that said firm will pay
the sum of ONE HUNDRED
DOLquired Land Is a Matter to Be
A
LARS for each and every case of caSettled by Time.
tarrh that cannot be cured by the use
Harvesters, Storera.and Distributors 6f Natural ice, the Purity and
The Mexican peon never had a of HALL'S CATARRH CURE.
Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas Famous.
no
so
chance to become a landowner,
FRANK J. CHENEY.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE
one can say whether or not he will
Sworn'to before me and subscribed
become a successful small farmer
But the experiment has got to be tried. in my presence, this 6th day of DeThe wants of the peon are so simple cember, A. D. 1886.
A. W. GLEASON.
that some persons believe that', when
(Seal)
he once gets his land, he will not cultiNotary Public.
FIND WHAT YOU WANT
vate it to the extent to which it should
Is taken interHall's
Catarrh
Cure
be cultivated. Corn and beans are
and acts
the blood
AND
chief crops. Ninety-fivper cent ol nally mucous directly upon
v
and
the
surfaces
of
system.
the total of the whole Mexican population may be said to rely on corn as Send for testimonials, free.
SELL WHAT YOU
WANT
F. J. CHENEY and Co., Toledo, O.
the staff of life. Cultivating corn in
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
the primitive way is a very simple
matter, but it does not secure anyTake Hall's Family Pills for conthing like the full productiveness oi stipation. Adv.
CLASSIFIED ADS search out the people to whom among those who
the land. The Mexican peon still
MIGHT BUY the particular thing Is worth most.
wooden-prongeclings to the
plow, which merely scratches
THE PROPERTY you want to sell is WORTH MOST to people who
the surface of the soil. It-- requires
read the ads in this paper, and who never would hear of your
the use of only one hand. Progressive
landowners have found it extremely
property unless It were advertised here.
J t
difficult to get peons to use a
plow of the simplest pattern
OTHERS who read and answer the ads in this newspaper want (and
Perhaps, when he has land for himself,
are anxious to pay for) books, automobiles, used machinery' and
the peon will become more progressive. Anyhow, he must be given the
furniture, articles of usefulness of any sort, musical instruchance to try what he can do with
ments.
the land. Christian Herald.
r
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FOLEY CATHARTIC TABLETS
There are. many times when one
man questions another's aotiona and
motives.
Men act differently under
different circumstances. The ques
tion is, what would you do right now
if you had a severe cold? Could you
do better than to take Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy? It 1b highly recom
mended by people who have used it
for years and know Its value. Mrs
O. E. Sargent, Peru, Ind., says, "Cham
berlain's Cough Remedy, is worth Its
weight in gold and I take pleasure in
recommending It." For sale by all
dealers. Adv
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To pierce yovir order for those

O'

e have a new and com
W;plete line of samples,
any one of which would

defight the most fastidious

f

tastes. They come in

styles to be engraved with
your name as well as those
suitable for sending without the name.
These cards will be a
greater fad than ever this
yean
The engravers will be
busv fillino- orders. There- fore to avoid any possible
delay in getting your cards
--
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STATIONERY
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can
furnish it in white
vv or colors embossed to
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WHO WOULD NOT BE PLEASED
WITH A BOX OF

OPT

your order in script, wreath
or long initials, in one or two
letter monograms, without
cost for use'of the dies.
All three-lette- r
monograms
are engraved to order and
the die is delivered to you
with the stationery. There
is a large variety of designs
and the cost of engraving the
die depends uponjtho style.
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QJUOHITY OF 1,621

were elected to the lower house of
the state legislature, while Gallegos,
was elected representative from San
All
Miguel and Guadalupe counties.
are republicans.

MUTUAL THEATER
Bridge St

SATURDAY'S

:

TONIGHT
First Show Starts at 7A5

SAN MIGUEL COUNTY ROLLED UP
The case of Crescenclo Martinez
BIG TOTAL FOR REPUBLICAN
was tried yesterday afternoon beforfc
CANDIDATE
Judge Murray at the city hall. Martinez was held over under $500 bail
Willi returns from all 54 perciucts for the sitting of the grand Jury In
the latter part of this month. He was
available, Hernandez's majority ov-sof six
Fergusson la this county Is 1,021. This charged with the larceny
Brothers.
Bacharaoh
from
reIs the best republican majority
sheep
turned In the state, and Bhows that
San Miguel county is still solid for
WANTED Clean cotton rags at
the G. ,0. P. and the principles it
espouses. Romero, Blood and Sena Optic office.

FRIDAY

1ARKET

"The Revenue Officer's Deputy"
Two reels. Reliance.
"The Touch of a Little Hand"
Princess.

r

STRAWBERRIES

New Mexico

SWEET POTATOES
I

I

LOCAL NEWS

North- -

California
Flowers. Call Greenhouses, Main
275.
Perry Onion. Adv.

Extra - Fancy - Apples

HEAD

Phone Greenhouse, Main
flowers. Perry Onion. Adv.

I.AUVER

STARK
STAY MAN WINE SAP

27G,

J.

for

Finch'a Golden Wedding Rye, aged
la wood. Direct from the distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.

SMITH CIDER
BALDWIN
M1NKLER

Call up Main 276 for flowers.
Onion Greenhouses. Adv.

ARTHUR RED
WINTER STEIN
YORK

Perry

Charles Greenclay and Simon Bach-aracwent to Casa Grande today.
They expect to. kill several coyotes
and rabbits.

IMPERIAL

h

EVER.Y APPLE PER.FECT
The Best tha.t Colorado Produces

STEARNS'

:

Store

:

County Clerk Lorenzo Delgado has
Issued a marriage license to Manuel
Chavez and Josefa Sandoval, both of
Las Vegas.

H. YORK

LAS VEGAS BOYS
Grocer and Baker

nn

IKE' DAVIS

THE CASH GROCER

"Good Gye Summer," a special
feature, in five magnificent
Vita-grap-

vative Bank.

TRIP

ESTABLISHED 1876

h

DENVER Y. M. C. A INVITES THE
LOCAL ASSOCIATION TO
parts, featuring the celebrated stars
BE REPRESENTED
Normal Talmadge, Rose Tibley, Van
Dyke Brooke, Antonio Moren, Donald
Hall and Bobby Connelly will be
Owing to the recent connection of
shown tonight and Saturday night at
the present Y. M. C. AA secretary with
the Photoplay theater. Also Selig's the Denver Y. M. C. A. an invitation
wild animal picture, "The, Tonsorial has
been extended to the boys of
Leopard Tamer."
Las Vegas, through Mr. Scatterday, to
accompany the Denver boys on a 15- daya' trip, starting the middle of Au
(1ISS MTARTY TO BE
gust, 1915, through Ogden to the Pan
ama exposition, by steamship to Los
BURIED FROM CHURCH Angeles, thence to Grand Canyon,

Member U. S. Federal Reserve Bank

rinnf

You now carry things from your

The local merchants today were
busy submitting samples to the Las
Archbishop Jean Batiste Pitaval
Vegas hospital board. The institution Is laying in a supply of goods has given his consent to the request
of friends and relatives of Miss Nellie
for six months.
McCarty that she be given a Catholic
According to Volunteer Observer burial, according to an announcement
Lewis of the Normal the lowest point by Rev. Father Rabeyrolle, pastor of
of temperature reached last night Was the Church of the Immaculate Concep23 degrees.
The maximum reached tion. Miss McCarty committed sui'
'
cide Monday by taking carbolic acid
was 68 degrees.
According to the laws of the Catholic
The town has been greatly enliven- church, no person who commits" 'sui- - HAN AWAY FROM HOME
ed the last few days by the influx of ,cide may be given a Catholic burial
several sheep raisers from the sur- unless it be proved that he was of unDINNER
rounding country. The sheep raisers sound mind or unless he repented be- - THANKSGIVING
desIn.
are laying.
a lot of supplies
for his death.tined to last them six months.
By relatives, friends and acquaintANNUAL
"FACE
ances of Miss McCarty it has been THIRD
FEED"
WILL BE HELD AT THE
The business men of Las Vegas are stated that she had been considered
Y. M. C. A.
asked not to forget the luncheon and of unsound mind for many years. Two
smoker to be given at the Commercial physicians also stated that they had
HTn target
zltiK
AVflninff
l U Ifnnma
JvmUO Wnnrlaw
11,0. I IV! 0 treated
lUUUUU
the woman and had come to
01 grear importance to me Business believe that she was insane. One of
President Woodrow Wilson has is
men of the community will be dis these physicians is a recognized au- sued the customary proclamation setcussed.
thority on insanity and the other is ting apart Thursday, November 26,, as
one of the leading doctors of Las Ve- a day when the country shall especialThe Woman's club has made ar gas. These statements, coupled with ly thank the Almighty for the many
rangements to give a dance at the the fact that Miss McCarty had
mercies shown during the past year.
Members pf the Young Men's Chris
to live a good Christian life
armory on Thanksgiving night. The
affair will be made as enjoyable as .and had frequently received the sacra- tian association will enter into this
The best of music will he ment of holy communion, led the spirit heartily this year, and prepara
possible.
provided and the floor will be in good church authorities to believe Chris tions are already being made for the
The fact that the dance oc tian cuarny demanded tnat she re- third annual dinner for thA
shape.
curs on a holiday assures a large at ceive a burial with church ceremonies. Away From Home. Thisi idea is
gen
tendance.-- ' Previous affairs given by Accordingly
Miss McCarty's funeral eraily carried out in associations
the Woman's club have been
will be held tomorrow morning at 8 throughout the world, and it is an oco'clock from the Church of the Imma casion to which young men look forculate Conception.
ward. Often men from the four corColonel R. E. Twitchell has notified
ners of the earth will gather around
Dr. Frank H, H. Roberts that the movNOTED SPEAKER COMING
the heavily laden table to partake of
Dr Frank fl. H. Roberts,
ing picture that was taken of the
,the
good things to eat, to enjoy the
president
Normal activities last summer will of jhp, New 'Mexico Normal fjniversv (1est of fellowship and
good will, and
be ready for exhibition at the time ity, has announced that the students to listen to toasts and
appropriate
of the state teachers' convention in in attendance, at the institution wili speeches.
Thanksgiving week. The picture will have an opportunity of listening to
Secretary Scatterday is anxious to
be displayed at Albuquerque to give two of the most
prominent educators make this, if possible, one of the best
all the teachers who took part in its in the country. John
McDonald, edi- dinners ever served on such an ocproduction to "see themselves as tor of the Western School Journal, casion in Las Vegas, and he Is also
others see them."
located at Kansas City, and one of desirous of being able to serve the
the wittiest speakers among the ranks dinner for 50 cents per .plate, To do
S. L. Barker, the Beulah ranchman, of the school
teachers, will visit, the this it will be necessary that some of
was in Las Vegas today with some rf big state Institution
shortly. The the good people about town contribthe finest vegetables The Optic has other speaker will be A. EL'
Winship, ute a turkey or some cranberries or
ever seen. The collection comprises the editor of the Journal of Educa- some pumpkin
pies or anything relarge, firm and juicy turnips, cabbages tion. .Mr. Winship will be here in quired to make a sumptuous Thanks
as pretty as pictures and as delicious December. The New Mexico Normal giving dinner that will
compare with
as honey, beets of -- remarkable size University will announce the actual the one mother used "to
serye when
and flavor; carrots of unusually good dates and subjects of the two speak- all the children were
gathered about
quality, and numerous other vegeta- ers at a later date.
her own table,
bles. Mr. Barker raises the. greater
Any man, whether a member of
part of his garden truck without ii- The railroad managers are alarmed the Y. M. C. A. or not, is cordially
rigation. He supplies large numbers over the labor bills to be introduced and most sincerely invited to plan
of Las Vegans with vegetables
by at the next Beasion of congress, and from thisi on to enjoy his Thanksgiv- - W
means of the parcel post.
re planning to oppose them.

We have Just received come very fine chairs and rockers In
brown finished fiber.
Some are upholstered In tapestry and creton and are made up
In very attractive designs Come in, look them over and get our
prioeM-n- o
trouble to show you them. You will not be urged to buy.

R U GD
We have for your inspection the finest line of Rugs
Vegas at prices you can afford to pay.

in

Las

SEE OUR WINDOW DISPLAY

PAGE FURNITURE & UNDERTAKING CO.
Phone Vegas 114

V.

.

UNDERTAKERS

E

FINEST EQUIPMENT

IN NEW MEXICO.

MODERATE

PRICES

Tho Eft odorn Woman
--

knows there is no economy In
inferior food materials. In flour
particularly she kuows the best
Is the cheapest. That Is why so
many up to the times women
use our flour exclusively. A
trial will tell you why In unmistakable terms. Order a sack to-

It

Wk

W

day.
Ask your grocer
Quill Flour.

for

Pure

ohe Las Vegas Roller Mills
Altbe Dome Of The Best Of Everyting Eatable
IT COMES TO QUALITY IN MEATS
BEST. WE SELL AS CLOSE AS POSSIBLE,
THE QUALITY. TO PROVE IT, TRY IT.

WHEN

WE , HAVE
.

ACCORDING

'SEETHE
1915 GREAT MAJESTIC

THE
.

TO

Clean
or Dye

QTEEL RANGE
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CO.

labor-savin-
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can buy a Hoosier Cabinet to morrow at less price than you
would pay for a common cup board cabinet. Why not do it?

J.

C.

JOHNSEN l SON

Complete

Home Furnishers

STORE
n

PHONE

MAIN

379

,.-- ,

your old

Garments.

,

hxi&wig Wm. Ilfeld
Everything

In

Hardware and Furniture.

TIRES AND TU DES
For the best on the market today see us.'
or plain thread. Michelin tubes
Miller
and tires and Fiske tires and everything needed for the auto.
Non-Ski- n

ALL WCHK

Next to Bridge.

WE CAN PLEASE YOU
4

Las Vegas Sfeani Laundry 1

0

DONE AT OUR SHQP

GUARANTEED FOR ITS PERFECTNESS

The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop
II

SOMETHING

1

COMING
I"1
MB

bu'Z--

JUST RECEIVED
rr I!

pantry and cupboards to your
kitchen table, and back again
at every meal. You walk miles,
and at night you are worn out.
The Hoosier Cabinet saves all
this walking; puts your whole
kitchen at fingers' ends, and enables you to sit down at work.
features
It has 40
17 of which are new. Yet,
through Its enormous sale the
price has not been raised You

-

FOR INTERIOR USE

UP-TO-DAT-

Lrilnlirtn nil rloir- -"
Pim uiuuuu
OIrlinr vaiid nuiiicu
till uu j
juui

buy a Hoosier Kitchen Cabinet- saves miles of 'Steps JO

Arizona, and back to Las Vegas.
The trip will be personally conduct
ed by a Denver Y- - M. C. A. secretary and the Initial cost of the trip
will Include every expense, outside of
luxuries, during the entire excursion.
About 40 of the Denver boys, ranging
in age from 12 tp 18, are already plan
ing to take this jaunt. Further details will be given out in a! few days
and also details concerning the
plans wehereby the boys may earn
and save at least a part of the amount
of money required to make the trip.

'

FIBER FURNITURE

WANTED A delivery boy; must
speak Spanish and English. The
People's Second Hand Store, opposite the former Cooley barn.

VEGAS. Correspondence is invited by this old, strong and conser-

MX

GO ON A LONG

PROVES WOMAN
WHO KILLED SELF TO HAVE
BEEN INSANE

Nice and Firm

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY

FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF LAS

The Ladies Guild of St. Paul's Me
morial church will have their annual
bazaar Saturday, December 5. Fancy
mines
work, aprons, home cooking,
INVESTIGATION
meat for sale. Adv.

NATIVE GREEN CHILE

511 Sixth St.

LETTUCE

Old Taylor WTilsKey and: Sherwood
Rye at the Opera Bar. Adv.

LAWVER

ally invited, as well as the feeling of
young men of the town, as to
whether they will plan to attend, so
that some idea of the number to be
provided for may be had as far in advance as possible.

the

A'Service based on the facilities
and experience gained during the
past forty years is extended by the

Extra Fancy
CHICKENS

Cutler Brothers, insurance,
west corner of Plaza. Adv.

IBGDI1&

ing dinner with the other men away
from home at thet Y M. C. A. The
dinner will likely be served in the
BE MADE 20 FEET If IDE gymnasium this year. Due to the
fact that this extremely practical
feature of the Y. M. C. Al work has
WORK BEING DONE BY HIGHWAY met with such hearty t pproval for the
COMMISSION WILL MAKE
last two years Secretary Scatterday
Is quite sure of great success) this
BIG IMPROVEMENT
Thanksgiving.
The work being done on the
The association will appreciate ingap by a force of road formation concerning the names of
builders under the direction of Ernest any young men who should be person
Mackel will bring about an improve
ment which long has been needed
The gap will be made fully 20 feet in
width and all the rocks and stones
will be removed.
Good drainage will
be established, so that the work will
be permanent and will not be destroy
ed by the rains. Fully 30 days more
will be required to complete the improvements, which will make It pos
sible for automobiles and wagons to
pass with ease. . At present the Ro-meroville gap ,. Is one of the worst
places in the highway leading to the
;
south.

KOQEHOMLE GAP WILL

J

U
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